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Alauda Airspeeder Mk II

AAIB-25876

ACCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration:

Alauda Airspeeder Mk II, (UAS, registration n/a)

No & Type of Engines:

4 brushless DC electric motors

Year of Manufacture:

2019

Date & Time (UTC):

4 July 2019 at 1140 hrs

Location:

Goodwood Aerodrome, West Sussex

Type of Flight:

Demonstration ﬂight

Persons on Board:

Crew - None

Passengers - None

Injuries:

Crew - N/A

Passengers - N/A

Nature of Damage:

Destroyed

Commander’s Licence:

Remote Pilot Licence1

Commander’s Age:

22 years

Commander’s Flying Experience:

20 hours (of which 18 were on type)
Last 90 days - 3 hours
Last 28 days - 1 hour

Information Source:

AAIB Field Investigation

Synopsis
Whilst performing a demonstration ﬂight, the remote pilot lost control of the 95 kg Alauda
Airspeeder Mk II scale demonstrator. After the loss of control had been conﬁrmed by the
remote pilot, the safety ‘kill switch’ was operated but had no eﬀect. The Unmanned Aircraft
then climbed to approximately 8,000 ft, entering controlled airspace at a holding point for
ﬂights arriving at Gatwick Airport, before its battery depleted and it fell to the ground. It
crashed in a ﬁeld of crops approximately 40 m from occupied houses and 700 m outside of
its designated operating area. There were no injuries.
The AAIB found that the Alauda Airspeeder Mk II was not designed, built or tested to any
recognisable standards and that its design and build quality were of a poor standard. The
operator’s Operating Safety Case contained several statements that were shown to be
untrue.
The Civil Aviation Authority’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Unit had assessed the
operator’s application and, after clariﬁcation and amendment of some aspects, issued an
exemption to the Air Navigation Order to allow ﬂights in accordance with the operator’s
Operating Safety Case. The Civil Aviation Authority did not meet the operator or inspect the
Alauda Airspeeder Mk II before the accident ﬂight.
Footnote
1

The pilot’s Remote Pilot Licence was issued by the Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority.
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There have been many other similar events where control of an unmanned aircraft has
been lost, resulting in either it falling to the ground or ﬂying away. Even a small unmanned
aircraft falling from a few metres could cause a fatal injury if it struck a person.
The Civil Aviation Authority and the organisation which designed and operated the
Airspeeder Mk II have introduced measures to address a number of issues identiﬁed during
the course of the investigation. In addition to the actions already taken this investigation
report makes 15 Safety Recommendations regarding the operator’s procedures,
airworthiness standards and the regulatory oversight.
History of the ﬂight
Background information
The Airspeeder Mk II unmanned aircraft (UA) was designed, manufactured and operated by
the same company. For simplicity, they will be referred to as the operator.
The operator is an Australian-based designer and manufacturer of ‘high performance electric
aerial vehicles’2. Established in 2016, it has ﬂown what it described as “fully functional”
prototypes since early 2017. At the time of the accident the operator’s staﬀ consisted of
a Chief Executive Oﬃcer (CEO), one permanent member of staﬀ and several part-time
university students. The operator stated, in their Operating Safety Case (OSC), that they
were fully compliant with the pilot and UA licencing and registration requirements of their
national regulator, the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) of Australia and had worked
closely with designated CASA representatives since the UA started ﬂying. They also stated
that all operations were to be conducted in accordance with the conditions and limitations
in their UAS OSC.
Late in 2018, the operator was invited to exhibit the Airspeeder Mk II as part of an exhibition
at a large public event at Goodwood House, West Sussex. They were also invited to do
some ﬂying demonstrations that were planned to take place at Goodwood Aerodrome and
on a golf course adjacent to the exhibition, Figure 2.
The operator arrived in the UK on 28 June 2019 with two Airspeeder Mk II UAs and
established a temporary workshop at Goodwood Aerodrome. They conducted an on-site
familiarisation and risk assessment and completed pre-ﬂight inspections of the UA as
detailed in their OSC.
The CAA issued an exemption to the Air Navigation Order 2016 (ANO) on 3 July 2019,
and a test ﬂight was ﬂown at the aerodrome that day using one of the UAs; the CAA were
not present for this test ﬂight. This ﬂight resulted in a hard landing due to a loss of power
which was later traced to a fault in a battery feeder cable connection. This UA sustained
damage to its landing gear. Although required to do so under the regulations, the OSC and
the exemption, this accident was not notiﬁed to the CAA, CASA, Australian Transport Safety
Bureau (ATSB) or AAIB.
Footnote
2

Alauda Racing UAS Operating Safety Case, Volume 1: Operations Manual.
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The electronic control box was removed from the damaged airframe and ﬁtted to the
remaining UA for a ﬂight the following day.
Accident Flight
The remote pilot stated that on the day of the accident all items in the pre-ﬂight checklist were
completed successfully. This included a test of the UA’s ‘kill switch’ which was designed to
electrically isolate the power supply to the UA’s four motors.
Observing the ﬂight was an audience of around 200 invited guests, the majority of which
were positioned on the roof terrace of an adjacent building. Also present were two members
of the CAA’s UAS Unit who had been involved in assessing the operator’s application for
the exemption3.
After takeoﬀ, the remote pilot manoeuvred the UA away from himself and the audience
and ﬂew it along Runway 32 before returning in the opposite direction. Just over a minute
after takeoﬀ, as the remote pilot was turning the UA close to the threshold of Runway 32,
it levelled oﬀ. As the remote pilot had not commanded the manoeuvre, he realised that he
had lost control of the UA. He immediately informed the maintenance controller, standing
next to him and assigned to operate the kill switch, who then attempted to operate the kill
switch. This was unsuccessful and the UA was then observed to enter an uncommanded
climb.

Figure 1
Airspeeder in ﬂight prior to the accident
(used with permission)

Footnote
3

See section ‘CAA on-site’.
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The remote pilot instructed the audience to “take cover”, which they did by descending into
the building they were on. He also informed the aerodrome’s Operations Manager, who
was standing close by, that the UA had had a “ﬂy-away” and then the Operations Manager
informed the aerodrome’s Flight Information Service Oﬃcer (FISO) in the tower to advise
inbound aircraft to remain clear of the Air Traﬃc Zone (ATZ). The FISO informed the UK
air navigation service provider (NATS) of the potential for the UA to enter the controlled
airspace above the aerodrome. The aerodrome’s RFFS, who were on standby in their
vehicles for the ﬂight, went to assist removing people from the roof of the building. They did
not attend the scene in order to maintain the ﬁre cover for aircraft holding outside the ATZ.
The UA continued to climb vertically and drifted in a south-south-westerly direction. After
about 4½ minutes it fell, with a high rate of descent, striking the ground in a ﬁeld of crops.
Residents, who saw the UA crash from their garden, approached the accident site to
investigate. Upon realising the size of the UA, they called the police.
The remote pilot and the spotters went to the accident site where they carried out their
post-crash procedures which included making the battery safe and removing it.

Event area

Goodwood
Aerodrome

Takeoff point

Accident site

875 m

Chichester

½ nm

N

Figure 2
Goodwood Aerodrome and surrounding area on 4 July 2019
© CNES (2019), Distribution Airbus DS
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Operator’s personnel
The operator’s OSCs deﬁned three key personnel in the organisation:
Remote pilot
The remote pilot held a Remote Pilot Licence issued by the Australian CASA. He was also
the operator’s Chief Remote Pilot and their only pilot that was authorised to operate UAVs
up to 150 kg. A licence was not required by the CAA for this operation in the UK.
The OSC stated that the Chief Remote Pilot was responsible for all operational matters
aﬀecting the safety of operations. As such his roles and responsibilities included:
●

‘ensure that operations are conducted in compliance with the CAA

●

monitor and maintain operational standards and supervise RP(s) who
work under the authority of operator

●

develop applications for approvals and permissions where required to
facilitate operations

●

develop checklists and procedures relating to ﬂight operations.’

Maintenance Controller
The OSC stated that the maintenance controller was responsible for ensuring the
maintenance of the UAS in accordance with the manufacturer’s speciﬁcations. His roles
and responsibilities included:
●

‘control of all UAS maintenance

●

maintain a record of UAS defects and any unserviceability

●

ensure that specialist equipment items including payload equipment are
serviceable

●

investigate all signiﬁcant defects in the UAS.’

CEO
The CEO was ultimately responsible for ensuring that any operations were conducted in
adherence to the operator’s ‘strict safety standards’ and under the control and authority of
the Chief Remote Pilot and Maintenance Controller.
Weather
An aftercast provided by the Met Oﬃce stated that at the time of the accident the
aerodrome and surrounding area was under a ridge of high pressure. The weather was
generally ﬁne with largely clear skies. The winds through the lower part of the atmosphere
were relatively light and variable in direction, varying between 030° and 130° but less than
8 kt. Once the UA had reached an altitude of around 6,000 ft and above, the wind direction
became more north-westerly at 8 to 15 kt. The atmospheric pressure was 1024 hPa.
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Aerodrome information
Goodwood Aerodrome is situated 1.5 nm north-north-east of Chichester, West Sussex. The
city has a population of approximately 27,0004 people. Between 4 and 7 July 2019, a large
public event was taking place about 1 nm to the north-east of the aerodrome at Goodwood
House. On the day of the accident there were reported to be 35,000 attendees at the event.
The aerodrome has four grass runways, orientated 14/32 and 06/24. Due to the nearby
public event, special areas were designated on the aerodrome for the arrival and departure
of helicopters used to transport visitors. Additional parking and static display areas were also
provided.
The Aerodrome Flight Information Service operated on a frequency of 122.455 MHz. Located
on the southern edge of the aerodrome is a VOR/DME navigation aid operating on a paired
frequency of 114.75 MHz. The DME transmits on 1055 MHz and receives on 1118 MHz.
The aerodrome is situated in Class G airspace5 and has an ATZ extending to 2 nm laterally
and 2,109 ft amsl vertically. Aircraft movements are assisted by an Aerodrome Flight
Information Service. There is Class A airspace6 with a base of FL657 above Goodwood
Aerodrome which includes a holding pattern between FL130 and FL70, aligned on the
Goodwood VOR, for arrivals to London Gatwick Airport (Figure 3).

Figure 3
Holding pattern aligned on Goodwood VOR
Footnote
4
5

6

7

Source, UK 2011 census.
In Class G airspace, aircraft may ﬂy when and where they like, subject to a set of simple rules. Although
there is no legal requirement to do so, many pilots notify ATC of their presence and intentions and pilots
take full responsibility for their own safety, although they can ask for help. [NATS website - https://www.
nats.aero/ae-home/introduction-to-airspace/ accessed January 2021]
In Class A airspace, only IFR ﬂying is permitted. It is the most strictly regulated airspace where pilots must
comply with ATC instructions at all times. Aircraft are separated from all other traﬃc and the users of this
airspace are mainly airlines and business jets. [NATS website - see footnote above]
A FL (ﬂight level) is the height amsl in hundreds of feet when ISA conditions exist.
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Accident site
The UA came to rest inverted in a ﬁeld of wheat, 875 m south-south-west of the takeoﬀ
point. The crop was dry and there was no post-impact ﬁre. The accident site was 40 m
from the nearest building which was in a group of houses on the north-eastern edge of
Chichester, (Figure 4).

Figure 4
Accident site, looking south
By the time the AAIB arrived, the operator had removed the main battery and placed it away
from the crop (Figure 5).

Figure 5
UA as found (inverted) at the accident site
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Aerodrome response
Goodwood Aerodrome was aware of the planned ﬂights and the aerodrome and ATZ were
temporarily closed to aircraft by NOTAM8 between 1115 and 1145 hrs, to allow the UAS
demonstration ﬂight to take place in this airspace.
The aerodrome’s RFFS was equipped with, and trained to use, breathing apparatus. In
the event of a ﬁre involving the UA’s batteries, they would have been able to engage in
appropriate ﬁreﬁghting activities.
Description of the Airspeeder
The Alauda Airspeeder Mk II is an unmanned, radio-controlled, battery-powered quadcopter
measuring 3 m long and 1.5 m wide with a maximum takeoﬀ weight of 95 kg. The UA was
constructed from an aluminium frame, to which the motors, controllers and battery were
attached, along with a ﬁbreglass outer shell (Figure 6). The operator had built two UA
speciﬁcally for use at this event. These were ¾ size versions of what was planned to be a
full-size, human-carrying racing aircraft (Mk IV), which was expected to have a takeoﬀ mass
of around 250 kg. The UA was controlled by a ground-based, hand-held transmitter and
was reported to be capable of speeds of up to 80 km/h (43 kt).



Figure 6
Alauda Airspeeder Mk II (exemplar model)
Each of the four 32-inch propellers were powered by a brushless DC motor. Each motor had
a dedicated Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) which supplied high voltage from the battery
to the motors, based on the commands from the ﬂight control system. This lithium polymer
battery was of a bespoke design, operating in the 42 to 58 V range for up to 8 minutes.

Footnote
8

NOTAM reference L4473/19.
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Flight control system
The ﬂight control system was powered by a dedicated 7.2 V battery. Throttle and ﬂight control
commands were received by the on-board controller from a 915 MHz radio receiver. These
commands were processed, along with inputs from two Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs),
to produce the motor commands. The IMUs were used as a basic stability and control
system; if no input was supplied by the pilot, the UA should self-level.
The remote pilot’s transmitter contained a graphical signal strength meter display which
was based on the strength of the signal received by the aircraft. In the event of loss of
connectivity, the transmitter’s ‘telemetry loss alarm’ provides an audible warning. The
onboard control system will also freeze the current throttle command to each of the motors
but will self-level the UA using the IMU sensors. The eﬀect of this was that the UA would
continue ﬂying the last known command but at a level attitude.
Kill switch
The ﬂight controller power supply was routed through a relay, which was controlled by a kill
switch. This relay was wired in the ‘Normally Closed (NC)’ position meaning that if the kill
switch was unpowered, power was still available to the ﬂight controller (Figure 7). When
activated, the kill switch opened the relay, cutting the power to the ﬂight controller. With the
control system unpowered, the ESCs would receive no command and the motors would stop.
The kill switch was powered by an independent 7.2 V battery and operated on a diﬀerent
frequency (433 MHz LoRa9) and control system to the normal ﬂight control system. This
system was also used to allow the UA to be safely electrically isolated during manual
handling on the ground.

Figure 7
On-board control system schematic
Footnote
9

LoRa (Long Range) is a low cost, long range (up to 10 km), low power wireless transmission protocol.
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The ground-based part of the kill switch was a transmitter connected to a laptop via a trailing
USB cable. All of the transmitter’s electronics were exposed with no protective enclosure
and, when used, the antenna and electronics hung underneath the laptop on the USB cable
(Figure 8).

Figure 8
Ground-based kill switch
To activate the kill switch, a spotter was required to enter a command into a terminal
on the laptop which communicated this to the USB transmitter. There was no two-way
communication in the kill switch system. This meant that if connectivity was lost, it would
remain unknown until an attempt was made to use the system.
On the UA both the kill switch and ﬂight controller were packaged into an IP5510 box with
holes removed in the sides to allow cable access. This box was interchangeable between
aircraft.
Other systems
The CAA exemption required the operator to operate in accordance with OSC Volume 1,
which included ﬁtting an altitude and battery voltage monitoring telemetry system.
There was no Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) position system ﬁtted and no
return-to-home function available, nor was there required to be. If control was lost, the only
back up was the kill switch. If the kill switch failed to operate, the UA would continue to ﬂy
until the main battery depleted.
Footnote
10

An IP55 enclosure is one which can protect from dust ingress and Low-Pressure water jets from any direction.
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Detailed examination of the wreckage
Airframe
The airframe had suﬀered permanent distortion and cracking from the impact, but no
preaccident anomalies were found.
Main battery
The main battery had sustained some impact damage but remained intact within its case.
Although initially the battery appeared stable, it was later dismantled by the operator into
individual cells when it became warm. The individual cells were then disposed of by the
operator before the AAIB was able to inspect them.
Flight control system transmitter
Examination of the transmitter revealed that the battery charge was full. The transmitter
settings were examined in detail and are covered in the ‘Radio control’ section.
Flight control box
The lid of the ﬂight control box, containing the UA control systems, had detached in the
accident but the electronic control boards were all present. Only one of the 7.2 V batteries
was present, the other was not recovered.
Flight control system receiver
The ﬂight control circuit board was present, but the operator had disconnected the ESC
connection wires prior to AAIB arrival. The radio receiver, which was normally slotted into
the circuit board, had detached and broken into several pieces (Figure 9). This damage
was likely caused in the impact. Failure or loss of this component would lead to loss of link
between the UA and pilot.
All of the other components appeared to be present.
Kill switch
Initial examination of the on-board kill switch circuit board showed that the relay and one
of the battery power supply leads had detached from the board. Loss of either of these
components would render the kill switch inoperative. The antenna and the rest of the
components all appeared to be in place.
The system was powered and tested in the presence of the operator. The relay and power
supply lead were re-attached to the circuit board and the kill switch tested on a number of
occasions, each time successfully.
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Figure 9
Flight controls box at accident site
Examination of circuit boards
Initial examination of the circuit boards revealed some concerns regarding build quality
and workmanship. The boards were populated with ‘hobbyist’ components with exposed
wiring, large amounts of solder and lumps of adhesive. The kill switch used an electronics
prototyping board with a number of jumper wires instead of a printed circuit. Failure of any
of these wires would render the kill switch inoperative (Figure 10).
Each circuit board was X-rayed. This revealed no dry solder joints but had large quantities
of solder present.
The AAIB engaged a specialist company who provided an experienced IPC11 mastertrainer/
instructor to examine the circuit boards against the IPC A-610 standard. This standard
provides acceptance requirements for the manufacture of electrical and electronic
assemblies. It deﬁnes three classes, which depends on the application of the electronic
assembly. Class 1 is aimed at non-critical items, up to Class 3 which is for high performance
products where equipment downtime cannot be tolerated. For this application, Class 3
seemed to be appropriate.

Footnote
11

Institute of Printed Circuits.
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Figure 10
Kill switch on-board circuit board
The examination revealed a number of issues with the ﬂight control system and both the
airborne and ground-based kill switch assemblies. All the assemblies failed an evaluation
against all IPC A-610 classes due to quality and workmanship issues. Examples included
misaligned components, burnt insulation, the use of solder bridges, excessive ﬂux residues
and a power connector that appeared to be installed in the incorrect orientation when
compared to the drawn orientation on the circuit board (Figure 11).



Figure 11
Power connector installation, solder bridge and evidence of burnt insulation
CAA UAS Unit
The CAA’s UAS Unit consists of two sections, the Policy Team and the Sector Team. The
Sector Team has responsibility for the oversight and management of OSC’s. At the time
of the application, the CAA’s UAS Sector Team comprised of a Section Lead, one UAS
Technical Inspector and two UAS Technical Surveyors. There were plans to recruit a
further two Inspectors and two Surveyors. The Section Lead, who was the signatory on
the exemption, had joined the CAA in May 2018 from an emergency services organisation
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where they had introduced UAS operations; he has since left the CAA. Other members
of the UAS Sector Team joined the CAA from university and initially worked in data entry
roles within the CAA’s Shared Services Centre. The Technical Inspector took up the role in
January 2019 after working as a UAS Technical Surveyor for approximately one year. One
UAS Technical Surveyor, was still undergoing initial training and development.
CAA exemption application process
At the time of the accident ﬂight, in order to ﬂy this weight of UAS in the UK, an exemption
from certain parts of the UK Air Navigation Order (ANO) 2016 was required from the CAA.
Under new UAS regulations, introduced on 31 December 2020 this weight of UAS would
require an Operational Authorisation12. Details of the process to be followed and the
requirements to be met to gain the exemption, along with guidance material, were contained
in Civil Aviation Publication (CAP) 72213.
For this weight of UAS an Operating Safety Case (OSC) was required.
The OSC document consists of three sections:
OSC Volume 1 – Operations Manual
OSC Volume 2 – Systems
OSC Volume 3 – Safety Assessment
Templates are provided for each section, with section headings detailing the minimum
subject areas that need to be addressed.
The application process was initiated by the operator who completed form SRG1320 and
submitted it with the relevant supporting information, including the OSC, and an application
fee to the CAA. Following an initial administration review of the application, to ensure it is
complete, it is then sent to the CAA’s UAS Sector Team for technical consideration.
CAP 722, Edition 6, detailed that the CAA takes a proportional approach to each application
with diﬀering levels of assurance and assessment required, depending on the intended
operation. They categorised each application as A, B or C, depending on its technical
complexity, operating environment complexity and mass (Figure 12)14. The application for
the ﬂights at Goodwood using the Airspeeder Mk II was categorised as B.

Footnote
12

13

14

CAP2013: Air Navigation Order 2020 Amendment – Guidance for unmanned aircraft system users (caa.
co.uk) https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/Air%20Navigation%20Order%202020%20Amendment%20
Guidance%20for%20unmanned%20aircraft%20system%20users%20(CAP2013).pdf [accessed
24/12/2020].
At the time of the accident, CAP 722 Edition 6 was extant. Edition 7 was issued on 23 July 2019 and issue 8
on 5 November 2020. All references to CAP 722 in this report are to Edition 6, unless otherwise stated.
CAP 722 Edition 7 reclassiﬁed these categories to low, medium and high risk/complexity with less emphasis
on aircraft mass. However, Edition 6 was extant at the time of the accident.
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Figure 12
CAP 722 UAS Approvals Requirements Map
Once satisﬁed that the proposed operation met the safety requirements, an exemption may
be issued, which could include any speciﬁc conditions that are required to be met. This
process typically took ‘several weeks’ but depended on the type and complexity of the
operation. The CAA did not publish a ‘standard duration’ for granting an exemption.
An exemption can only be signed by an authorised person. This authority was granted
based on an individual’s experience and capability.
The exemption allowed a UAS to be operated outside the limitations of the ANO but within
speciﬁc conditions deﬁned in the exemption. Any breach of these conditions was equivalent
to a breach of the ANO.
The CAA stated that the level of resources available meant it was not possible for the UAS
Sector Team to follow up every exemption. It was also stated that, in accordance with the
wider CAA approach to Performance Based Oversight, the level of oversight was primarily
guided by the level of the assessed safety risk and the UAS’s complexity. It was also
stated that, for operations that it considers to be ‘complex’, the CAA often visit to observe
an organisation and how it is complying with the exemption. It was conﬁrmed that the CAA
have a process for auditing exemption holders, but its use is dependent on the complexity
and assessed safety risk of the operation.
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Airspeeder exemption application process
The initial application was made by the operator on 9 May 2019 with a view to receiving
approval in time for the ﬁrst planned ﬂight on 1 July 2019. The application included an OSC
along with other relevant supporting documentation. The application for an exemption was
necessary as the UA’s takeoﬀ weight was in excess of 20 kg but less than 150 kg15.
After clariﬁcation of some points, the CAA’s administrative review was completed on
3 June 2019 and the application passed on to its UAS Sector Team for technical review.
The application was passed to a UAS Technical Surveyor, but as it related to a UA over
20 kg, it was passed on to a UAS Inspector for review. The Technical Surveyor remained
involved in the process for education and experience purposes.
The UAS Sector Team made a preliminary review of the submission which resulted in
several questions being sent to the operator for clariﬁcation on 20 June 2019. A more
formal review of the OSC, using the CAA’s OSC checklist, was made on 21 June 2019.
This highlighted further areas in the application that needed further explanation and/or
amendment of the OSC.
The operator provided a revised version of Volume 1 of the OSC on 24 June 2019 and a
revised version of Volume 2 on 25 June 2019.
A meeting then took place between a CAA UAS Airworthiness Policy Specialist, the UAS
Technical Inspector and the Technical Surveyor. This was an informal peer review and
reportedly covered the points in the OSC that the Technical Surveyor felt he was unsure
of. Discussions included operational heights and speeds and the resultant trajectories and
energy, and technical aspects including a lack of redundancy and the reliance on a kill
switch which, if operated, would result in a crash. Overall, they felt that Volume 3, ‘Safety
Risk Assessment’, was not suﬃciently detailed. It was agreed that an exemption would not
be issued until all the identiﬁed issues had been resolved. There was no formal record of
the agreed actions. A detailed email explaining the areas requiring attention and suggested
adjustments to the operating conditions was sent to the operator on 26 June 2019. Part of
this email contained a ‘Report Overview’ which stated:
‘Technical assessment of the OSC submitted revealed that the proposed ﬂight
operation is intermediate in terms of complexity, however, it poses high safety
risk for the general members of the public. The OSC proposed two diﬀerent
areas of operation, namely map A and B, both within Goodwood Aerodrome
vicinity.
Aircraft system assessment indicated that the platform is still in the development
phase as it lacked some of the standard automated safety features such as Return
to home function, automate obstacle avoidance functionality or Geofencing
Footnote
15

Civil Aviation Authority Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace – Guidance CAP 722 Edition 6.
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capability, etc. More importantly, critical technical recovery/ redundancy systems
appear to be missing or not integrated to the platform as part of the design, as
per the Volume 2 Operations manual.
Assessment of Map A [Figure 13] indicated that the area of operation and the
designated ﬂight perimeter is conceivable with some minor adjustments to the
operating conditions, as follows:
Exclusion zone/ minimum separation distance from person, vessels,
vehicle or structure must be greater than 30 metres.
-

Height of the aircraft must be signiﬁcantly reduced to more
reasonable height above the surface.

-

Flights within map A to be conducted with full co-ordination with
the Aerodrome operator.

-

Operation to be conducted with suitable number of spotters/
observers and marshals deployed in the ﬁeld during ﬂight.’

Whilst the CAA’s internal review was progressing the UAS Technical Surveyor contacted
CASA as the aircraft had been built by an Australian company and it had previously operated
under CASA permissions. References to these CASA permissions were included in the
operators OSC submitted to the CAA. In response CASA requested that the CAA seek the
operator’s permission before they could release any information relating to the operator.
The CAA stated at this point they decided to base their assessment, and the resulting
mitigations, solely on the information that had been provided by the operator.
Further exchanges took place with the operator to clarify some outstanding points. One
of these was a request to modify the takeoﬀ area to an area located further away from
the spectator’s location; this was moved to the threshold of Runway 32. The operator
submitted a ﬁnal version of the OSC on 3 July 2019. The UAS Sector Team did not pass
the revised documents to the Policy Specialist or the UAS Policy Team for review prior to
the exemption being issued.
The CAA did not meet with the operator or inspect the aircraft. The UAS surveyor presented
the proposed exemption and associated documentation to the Sector Lead of the UAS
section who approved it on 3 July 2019. The CAA issued an exemption the same day
(Appendix A).
During an interview with the AAIB, the CAA indicated that this application did require a
rapid turnaround but stated that there were no time pressures. They also indicated that
they would not have granted the exemption in time for the public display unless they were
comfortable with the details of the application.
On 3 July, the UAS Inspector requested a private demonstration ﬂight the following day
but this was not a condition of the exemption. At about 0900 hrs on 4 July, the day of the
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accident, the CAA spoke with the operator who informed them that a private demonstration
would not be possible in the 30-minute time slot already allocated to the scheduled public
demonstration ﬂight. The CAA were not aware of the unsuccessful ﬂight undertaken by the
operator on the 3 July until after they arrived at Goodwood on 4 July as the operator had
not reported it.
On 4 July, the UAS Inspector and UAS Surveyor arrived at Goodwood approximately
50 minutes before the accident ﬂight. They asked to observe the pre-ﬂight brieﬁng, but
this was declined as there was little time before the scheduled demonstration ﬂight and
the operating crew had already commenced their pre-ﬂight checks. The window for the
ﬂight was limited as the airspace had been closed from 1115 to 1145 hrs. The CAA staﬀ
accepted this situation as no prior arrangements to inspect the UAS had been made and the
exemption had already been issued. They were directed to the hospitality area to observe
the ﬂight with the invited audience which included several journalists.
After the accident, and before they left the aerodrome, the CAA staﬀ informed the operator
that the exemption would be withdrawn, and that a written notiﬁcation would follow.
CAA exemption
The exemption was signed on 3 July 2019, and was valid between 3 to 7 July 2019, for
demonstration ﬂights in two pre-deﬁned areas at the event (Appendix A). For the display
at Goodwood Aerodrome, it included several conditions, including speed and altitude
limitations, insurance requirements, occurrence reporting and geographic limitations. The
ﬂight also had to be conducted in accordance with the operator’s OSC.
Part 3 of the exemption indicated the aircraft was not to be ﬂown unless a list of subsequent
conditions ((a) to (l)) were adhered to. Condition (i) contained the geographical limitations:
‘3. This Exemption is granted subject to the following conditions, namely, that
the unmanned aircraft shall not be ﬂown:
…
(i) Within a distance of 30 metres of any person, vessel, vehicle or structure
that is not under the control of the operator or the chief remote pilot,
provided that the conditions below are met;
i.

The operation may only be carried out in accordance with the
operating procedures set out in the said operations manual;

ii.

The horizontal distance between the chief remote pilot and the small
unmanned aircraft must not exceed 150 metres.

iii. The speed of the unmanned aircraft must not exceed 5 metres per
second or a slow walking pace when operating in Map B.
iv. The speed of the unmanned aircraft must not exceed 11 metres per
second when operating in Map A.’
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The CAA were contacted to discuss these conditions as it was not initially clear whether
parts i to iv were conditional on the UA being operated within 30 m of a person, vessel
or structure. They conﬁrmed that the text in this exemption was adapted from previous
exemptions they had issued. Their intent was that the UA should not be operated within
30 m of a person, vessel or structure and that conditions i to iv were not a sub-condition but
should have been considered separately.
Operating Safety Case documentation
The AAIB were provided a copy of the OSC. This was reviewed, and a number of
inconsistencies, misrepresentations and omissions were identiﬁed. These are discussed
throughout this report. Discrepancies included the declaration of maximum takeoﬀ weight
(67 kg in one section, 95 kg in others) and a maximum display speed during the display
(60 km/h (16.7 m/s) verses 11 m/s as limited by the exemption).
Operational area
From the available documentation, the CAA recognised that the UAS was relatively
unsophisticated in its design, had limited redundancy and multiple single points of failure. It
did not have any equipment to monitor its position, and therefore could not be ‘geo-fenced16’
or contain any safety systems17 which could be activated in the event of loss of control.
The exemption therefore limited its operation to the area deﬁned in the OSC. Additional
limitations on its operating speed and altitude were also made to ensure that in the event
of any anomalies in its operation, the kill switch could be operated, and it would crash and
remain at least 30 m from the viewing platform. These limitations were included in a ‘Flight
Approval Form’ which formed part of OSC Volume 1 (Figure 13).
All persons were to be kept clear of the ﬂight areas. A spotter, in contact with the remote
pilot, was to be positioned 150 m from the remote pilot to ensure the UA did not stray
outside of the deﬁned area.
Invited guests were to be located on the viewing platform. The area in orange in Figure 13
is the ﬂight area where the operator was to perform the display. The area shaded red is the
safety buﬀer zone which the OSC stated that if ﬂown in ‘will require a response from spotter
to alert the RP [Remote Pilot] of the perimeter breach and initiate redirection procedures’.
The operating limitations were discussed between the CAA and operator during the
application process. The proposal was that the UA would be operated no closer than 30 m
to the invited guests, a distance based on the Australian ‘Drone Safety Rules’18 and but
less stringent than the UK regulations (50 m)19. The CAA requested the 30 m distance be
Footnote
16

17

18

19

Geo-fencing is a virtual perimeter that can be deﬁned by geographical coordinates. Using onboard GNSS
position data, such as GPS, the UAS’s operation can be programmed to remain within the selected area.
Safety systems include automated return to takeoﬀ point (return to home), controlled descents, hover land,
parachutes etc.
CASA Drone Safety Rules website https://www.casa.gov.au/drones/rules/drone-safety-rules
(accessed 12/10/20)
UK Air Navigation Order 2016 The Air Navigation Order 2016 (legislation.gov.uk) (accessed 23/12/20)
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increased to allow additional time and space to react should there be an emergency. This
resulted in the sizing and location of the safety buﬀer zone.

Figure 13
Operating area detail from Flight Approval Form in OSC Volume 1
Initially, the operator requested to ﬂy up to 400 ft but this was reduced to an approximation of
the tree height of 67 ft (20 m). The speed limit of 11 m/s was proposed by the operator and
based on some simple trajectory calculations they had performed. The CAA indicated that
due to the simplicity (absence of aerodynamics, control response, environmental eﬀects
etc), they could not be included as a justiﬁcation in the OSCs.
Review of operating area
The display area and safety buﬀer zone deﬁned in the OSC were generated using the eastern
edge of Runway 32 as the edge of the display area. This display area was drawn using a
Google Earth image from 2015. In August 2017, the aerodrome modiﬁed Runway 14/32
by reducing its width from 45 m to 30 m by reducing the eastern edge by 15 m. This meant
the display area deﬁned in the OSC did not represent the correct runway geometry on the
day of the accident. If the pilot was using the edge of Runway 14/32 as the edge of display
area, the width would be 15 m less than that deﬁned in the OSC. The AIP entry at the time
of the application contained up to date information.
The display area dimensions (orange area in Figure 14) deﬁned in the OSC were
approximately 90 m x 450 m, with the safety buﬀer zone extending towards the viewing
platform by 45 m. The viewing platform was 30 m from the edge of the red safety buﬀer
zone (Figure 13).
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Figure 14
Viewing platform distances from display area and safety buﬀer zone
Trajectory analysis
The OSC did not deﬁne any trajectory or kinetic energy impact analysis in the event of UA
failure within the display or safety buﬀer zones. The CAA corroborated the calculations
performed by the operator which were based on a takeoﬀ mass of 95 kg, maximum altitude
of 67 ft (20 m) and speed limit of 11 m/s. Assuming the eﬀects of gravity and forward
speed only, in the event power loss or the kill switch being activated at the speed limit and
maximum altitude, the UA would impact the ground within 2.02 seconds and cover a ground
distance of 22 m (ie within 30 m).
This assessment did not assume any reaction time of the remote pilot or the spotter who
was controlling the kill switch. For every additional second increase in reaction time, the UA
could travel up to an additional 11 m. If the kill switch was required to be initiated, with the
UA at a height of 20 m and 11 m/s, the spotter would have to activate it within 2.1 seconds to
ensure the UA struck the ground within a horizontal distance of 45 m (width of safety buﬀer
zone) or less. Similarly, to contain the UA within 75 m (safety buﬀer plus distance to viewing
platform), it would need to be operated within 4.8 seconds.
The OSC indicated that the maximum operating speed for this display was to be 60 km/h
(16.7 m/s). At this speed, these times would be reduced to 0.7 and 2.5 seconds respectively.
CAP 722 did not deﬁne any nominal reaction times. Although not applicable at the time of
the accident, the EASA Guidance Material and Acceptable Means of Compliance for UAS
operations20 considers a reaction time of 2 seconds.
Footnote
20

European Union Aviation Safety Agency Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance
Material (GM) to Part-UAS UAS operations in the ‘open’ and ‘speciﬁc’ categories, Issue 1, 9 October 2019.
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Action in the event of signal loss
OSC Volume 1 contained a section on ‘UAV signal loss’ which stated:
‘Should signal be lost the pilot will repeat “DARK” repeatedly over radio. The
spotters should immediately observe whether or not there is anything that can
be damaged, most importantly that there are no people in the vicinity and that
the UAV is not moving towards people or property. If people are present, they
will be immediately ushered away. The pilot in command will try to regain
connection by moving closer or around obstacles. If connection is not made the
pilot will repeat “kill” over the radio at which point if the UAV is over clear ground
the kill switch will be activated, and the UAV will then crash land.’
Kinetic energy
CAP 722 required assessments of kinetic energy limits only for ﬂights over people. These
assessments considered a free-fall case and one for the UA operating at its maximum
forward speed.
As the planned ﬂights were to be geographically constrained, no kinetic energy calculations
were included in the OSC. The CAA did perform some calculations based on the
UA free-falling from 20 m. Neglecting air resistance, the impact velocity would be 19.8 m/s
and, with an UA mass of 95 kg, kinetic energy at impact would be 18,700 joules. The OSC
indicated that the UA was capable of speeds of up to 80 km/h (22 m/s) which would result
in a Kinetic energy of 22,990 joules at impact.
Information from CASA
In their OSC, the operator made several references to their Australian operations and the
permissions granted to them by CASA. There were references to both operational aspects
and design and manufacture. They stated that the UA was required to be submitted to
CASA for testing, inspection and assessments, and that:
‘certiﬁcation requirements were compulsory in areas such as:
Structures/fatigue
Frangibility
Mechanical systems
Propulsion systems
Avionics
Remote pilot station
Data link
Flight test’
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CASA was asked by the AAIB to provide details of the scope and outcome of these
activities and to provide any submissions made by the operator to show compliance with
the requirements. CASA advised the AAIB that:
‘The aircraft was not subject to any speciﬁc assessment by CASA.’
and:
‘There were no RPA21 certiﬁcation requirements identiﬁed to the applicant. In
Australia, the RPA is considered a medium category RPA which does not have
to be certiﬁed. A discussion with [the operator] identiﬁed that their aim was to
place a person in the RPA, and it was stated that [the operator] should contact
the airworthiness and engineering branch in relation to this operation. [The
operator] were informed that if the MTOW of the RPA exceeds 150kgs, an
airworthiness certiﬁcate would be required. It was also stated that placing a
person in the RPA would make it a manned aircraft.’
The operator indicated that CASA had witnessed a ﬂight and were given free access to
examine the aircraft.
UAS regulation changes
On 11 June 2019 regulations relating to the harmonised use of UAS within Europe were
published by EASA. This contained the following regulations (the CAA has also issued
CAP1789 that summarises these):
●

Commission Implementing Regulation (IR) (EU) 2019/947 on the procedures
and rules for the operation of a UA.

●

Commission Delegated Regulation (DR) (EU) 2019/945 on a UA and on
third country operators.

The DR became applicable on 1 July 2019 and the IR became applicable on
31 December 2020.
Operations of UAS will then be placed into one of three categories:
●

‘Open category (less than 25 kg) – operations that present a low (or no)
risk to third parties. Operations are to be conducted in accordance with
basic and pre-deﬁned characteristics and are not subject to any further
authorisation requirements. The open category is divided into operational
‘subcategories’ A1, A2 and A3. Within each subcategory are classes of
UAS that include C0, C1, C2, C3 and C4.

Footnote
21

RPA – Remotely piloted aircraft.
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●

Speciﬁc category – operations that present a greater risk than that of the
open category, or where one or more elements of the operation fall outside
the boundaries of the open category. Operations will require an operational
authorisation from the national aviation authority (ie the CAA in the UK)
based on a safety risk assessment.

●

Certiﬁed category – operations that present an equivalent risk to that
of manned aviation and will be subject to the same regulatory regime
(ie certiﬁcation of the aircraft, certiﬁcation of the operator, licensing of the
pilot).’

These changes were reﬂected in CAA CAP 722 Edition 8, published in November 2020.
Radio control
The remote pilot operated the UA using a hand-held transmitter22 capable of three-axis
and throttle control, which was also ﬁtted with a ‘range extender23’. The manufacturer did
not publish range information, as range is aﬀected by several factors including antennas,
topography and local ‘noise’. A number of websites listed the range as up to 10 km but with
no corresponding transmitter power. In OSC Volume 1 the operator noted that ‘the radio
transceivers have a range of 40 km and are very resistant to interference and obstacles
meaning weak transmission within the line of sight of a UAV is extremely unlikely’. In OSC
Volume 2, this was listed as up to 2 km and in another section, ‘a range of 10 km’ but with
no associated transmitter power.
All previous ﬂights in Australia had been performed using a frequency of 915 MHz and
transmitter power of 1 W. The operator indicated in their OSC that due to UK regulations
for this frequency, the transmitter power had to be limited to 25 mW.
The operator also noted that for redundancy, two hand-held transmitters were available
for controlling the aircraft; however, during the accident ﬂight, the second transmitter was
located in their workshop.
Transmitter frequency
The transmitter could be programmed to operate in a number of modes. These included an
‘EU’ and ‘FCC’ mode which used diﬀerent frequencies (868 MHz and 915 MHz respectively)
and gave diﬀerent power options. When the transmitter was examined, it was set to ‘FCC’
mode with a power of 10 mW. Power options for this mode were 10, 100, 500 mW or up to
1 W. The 25 mW power option was only available in ‘EU’ mode.
Note 4 of the CAA exemption stated that the operator was responsible for ensuring the
frequencies being used complied with Ofcom24 requirements. Ofcom were contacted by the
AAIB for guidance on the two frequencies available. Their online documentation indicated
Footnote
22
23
24

Fr-Sky Taranis X9D.
Fr-Sky R9M Module.
Ofcom is the UK regulator for communication services.
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that neither 868 MHz or 915 MHz required a license to operate and that both were allocated
to ‘Non-speciﬁc Short Range Devices’. IR 203025 provides requirements for licensing and
use of short-range devices in a range of frequency bands. This document stated that
short-range devices using a frequency band of 868 to 869.7 MHz are permitted to be used
airborne and should have a maximum transmit power of 25 mW. Equipment in the 915 to
918 MHz range was also limited to the same power but was not permitted to be used in
airborne applications. Ofcom also indicated that they had no record of being contacted by
the operator prior to the ﬂight of 4 July 2019.
Unauthorised use of radio equipment is illegal in the UK and can lead to ﬁnes, a prison
sentence, forfeiture of the equipment used in the oﬀence and/or a criminal record.
The ﬂight of 3 July and the accident ﬂight were the ﬁrst two ﬂights using a power of 10 mW.
Range information was not published for operations at this lower power but is expected to
be lower than 10 km and within the range required for the ﬂight.
Pre-ﬂight checks
Part of the pre-ﬂight checklist required an ‘On site signal strength inspection and mapping
of any blind spots’. The procedure for this was not detailed in the OSC but the operator
conﬁrmed that this was successfully completed on 3 July. They indicated that the test
involved removing the ﬂight control box from the UA and walking it to the boundaries of the
ﬂight area, with the antennas facing away from the transmitter to simulate a worst-possible
case. The transmitter remained with the remote pilot who monitored the signal strength
display. The operator conﬁrmed that the test was successful with signal strength received
by the transmitter never less than ‘4 of 5 bars’26. The test was only performed using the
ﬂight control system; the kill switch system was not tested. No testing was performed with
the ﬂight control box inside the UA to examine any shielding eﬀects that the aluminium
structure may have had.
The operator conﬁrmed that prior to takeoﬀ, the kill switch was operating correctly as, for
safety reasons, it was used to isolate the aircraft. Operation of the kill switch correctly
triggered the telemetry loss alarm on the pilot’s transmitter.
The operator also conﬁrmed that there had not been any range issues with the ﬂight control
system and they had never previously lost control of the aircraft.
In the ‘UAV Signal Loss’ section of the OSC, it stated that ‘All spotters will be equipped with
kill switches and radios, spotters will be positioned such that there are no blind spots on
the ﬂight path of the UAV in addition a spotter will be next to the pilot in command’. On the
day of the accident, only one kill switch was available which was located with the spotter
standing next to the remote pilot.

Footnote
25
26

IR 2030 – UK Interface Requirements 2030, License Exempt Short Range Devices, November 2018.
Signal strength ranged from 0 to 5 with 5 the highest strength.
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Radio frequency interference
The operator of the VOR/DME located on the aerodrome conﬁrmed that it was operating
normally on the day of the accident with no reported issues. They conﬁrmed that the DME
transmit frequency (1,055 MHz), which was the closest to 915 MHz, operates within a narrow
frequency band and that ‘any emissions greater than 2 MHz from the transmit frequency are
at or approaching the noise ﬂoor. The likelihood of an emission at 915 MHz is very small’.
The aerodrome RTF frequency was below that of the aircraft controller and the aerodrome
operator commented that interference from this frequency was unlikely due to the narrow
frequency band they were using. At the time of the accident, these were the highest known
power transmitters in the vicinity.
There were no other aircraft operating from the airﬁeld at the time of the accident but there
may have been other RF signals present around the aerodrome. Ofcom conﬁrmed that
there could have been other users of 915 MHz on the day, including licensed use from
mobile phone network providers and other ‘Non-speciﬁc short-range devices’. Up until the
loss of control, there were no intermittent or losses of signal reported for both ﬂights and in
pre-ﬂight testing.
Appendix A of the Sixth Edition of CAP 722 details ‘Operational Factors for SUA Flights
within Congested Areas’ and states:
‘Radio Frequency (RF) interference. Pilots must take account of the possible
reduction in operating range in an urban environment due to the heavy use of
communications equipment (mobile telephone, Wi-Fi etc.) and other sources
of electromagnetic spectrum/RF interference. Mitigation for the consequences
of weak or lost GPS signal due to masking by buildings must be considered
along with the general RF saturation level. The use of a spectrum analyser is
recommended to assist in assessing the level of local electromagnetic and RF
congestion in the 2.4 GHz or 35 MHz frequency range.’
Given that this operation was to be conducted within the airﬁeld boundary, it was not
classed as an ‘urban environment’ so the recommendation for spectrum analysis was not
applicable.
Recorded information
The UA was not ﬁtted with a ﬂight recorder and nor was it required to be. The UA was ﬁtted
with two cameras, one on the top facing forwards, the other on the bottom facing rearwards.
The installation of these cameras was not detailed in the documentation submitted to the
CAA.
As this was a demonstration ﬂight, footage was also obtained from the audience located
on the roof terrace. A media company were contracted to ﬁlm the event by the operator
and were located on the ground just behind the remote pilot. Footage was available from
takeoﬀ until the UA lost control, after which the audience were instructed to take cover. One
camera captured the UA in the descent just prior to impact.
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Review of video footage
Video footage was reviewed to compare requirements of the CAA exemption and the
operation of the aircraft. The review conﬁrmed that, within the camera’s ﬁeld of view, the
UA remained intact for the display with no visible failures of the motors, propellers, ESCs,
airframe and battery. The footage also revealed a number of items including aircraft parked
in front of the aerodrome building (Figure 15) and two fuel bowsers parked within the safety
buﬀer zone. At times, during low-speed turns, the aircraft was pointed directly towards the
aerodrome building.

Figure 15
View from bottom rearward-facing camera towards the aerodrome building,
just after takeoﬀ
In the ‘Operating site planning, assessment, communications, pre-notiﬁcation and site
permissions’ section of the OSC were considerations for operating at the aerodrome. One
of these stated:
‘e) Any aircraft parking lines will be well in excess of minimum safety distances,
to the north east and south west of the operating zone’
Takeoﬀ location
Figure 16 shows the takeoﬀ location detailed in the OSC and the takeoﬀ location ascertained
from the video analysis. The aerial imagery is from a satellite image taken on the day of the
accident. The aircraft took oﬀ 60 m from the aerodrome building and approximately 85 m
from the designated takeoﬀ / landing area.
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Figure 16
Overhead view of Goodwood Aerodrome showing estimated aircraft ﬂight path,
location of personnel and their required locations.
© CNES (2019), Distribution Airbus DS

Remote pilot and spotters
The remote pilot and spotters’ locations are shown in Figure 16 and 14. All spotters had
their backs to the aerodrome building to watch the display and were in radio contact with
each other. There was no spotter located at the 150 m point from the remote pilot.
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Photogrammetric analysis
Although no ﬂight recorder was ﬁtted, there was suﬃcient video of high enough resolution
to analyse the aircraft ﬂight path during the demonstration ﬂight, maximum altitude achieved
after loss of control and vertical speed at impact.
The AAIB tasked a specialist video forensic examiner to estimate the aircraft position and
altitude over time, using photogrammetry. This involved identifying features in the video
which could be geolocated using aerodrome survey data and a satellite image of the area
taken on the day of the accident. These features can be tracked over time and three
dimensional coordinates can then be calculated using video analysis software to calculate
the position and orientation of the camera in each video frame.
Track points (runway
edge markers)

Figure 17
Footage from forward-facing camera showing two of the track points
Takeoﬀ and display until loss of control
After takeoﬀ, the aircraft tracked directly towards the threshold of Runway 32 at low speed,
no post-takeoﬀ control check was performed. The display then consisted of a number of
runs past the aerodrome building where the aircraft initially pitched down to increased speed,
before pitching up again to slow down prior to a turn. Parts of the ﬁrst and third passes (left
to right for the spectators) were performed within the safety buﬀer zone (Figure 18); the
second and fourth passes were within the designated operating area (Figure 16).
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Figure 18
Aircraft on ﬁrst pass to the east of Runway 32 inside the safety buﬀer zone
The calculated altitude during the display was within the CAA’s exemption limit of 67 ft
(20 m) but the groundspeed was in excess of 11 m/s on a number of occasions. The
average groundspeed for the display was 12.9 m/s with a maximum of 25 m/s (Figure 19).
With the aircraft at 20 m height and 25 m/s, using the CAA’s calculations, the aircraft would
travel 50 m if the kill switch was activated or power was lost.

Figure 19
Derived heading, groundspeed and altitude from video analysis
At the end of the fourth pass, as the aircraft began to turn left in a climb, control was lost and
the aircraft began the uncontrolled climb. Time elapsed between takeoﬀ and loss of control
was approximately 65 seconds.
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Climb and loss of signal
As per design, the aircraft continued at its previous throttle setting and with the self-levelling
function, began a climb with a yaw rate of approximately 40°/sec. The aircraft climbed,
uncontrolled, for 4 minutes 12 seconds, initially at around 2,000 ft/min. The rate reduced
towards the top of the climb as the battery became depleted (Figure 20). The accuracy of
the altitude estimation decreased as the altitude increased so a precise maximum altitude
could not be established. The video analyst estimated this as 7,867 ft with an estimated
error margin of ± 750 ft (see also below).

Figure 20
Altitude and vertical speed proﬁles.
Note gap in the data is where analysis was not performed.
At the top of climb, the bottom camera captured the view over the south coast of West
Sussex and Hampshire with the southern coast of the Isle of Wight visible (Figure 21).

Figure 21
View at apogee from onboard camera
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Loss of power and descent
As the battery depleted, the motors slowed, and the aircraft began to lose control with an
increasing yaw rate and loss of altitude. This continued until 54 seconds into the descent
when the aircraft ﬂipped inverted. The descent continued inverted in a relatively level
attitude and slow yaw to the left.
Between 3,000 ft and the impact point, the average rate of descent was 5,000 ft/min and
approximately 4,500 ft/min at impact. Due to the relatively benign wind conditions, the
aircraft travelled 875 m from the takeoﬀ point with a total ﬂight time of 7 minutes 10 seconds.
The kinetic energy at impact with a rate of descent of 4,500 ft/min was calculated as
24,800 Joules.
Accuracy
The large number of trackers, coupled with the detailed survey data of the aerodrome and
satellite imagery, gave a high conﬁdence level in the position information derived. For
positional accuracy using this technique, previous testing of estimated position to a known
aircraft position showed an accuracy of between 2 and 125 m but the test aircraft was at
5,000 ft amsl. Due to the signiﬁcant number of track points and geo-locatable markers
during the low-level display of the accident ﬂight, positional accuracy for this segment was
estimated as within ± 5 m.
Altitude estimates were relative to the average height of the tracking points that were in the
camera’s view. Altitudes in and around the airﬁeld were considered to be more accurate
(between 5 to 10 ft) than those estimated with the aircraft at higher altitudes. As the aircraft
climbed, the reference features are farther away and dispersed over a wider area. The
average track point altitude for the climb segment was 229 ft, ranging from 23 to 491 ft. For
altitude estimation, previous testing showed an accuracy of ± 300 ft at altitudes of around
5,000 ft. Given that this aircraft went beyond this, and the variability of the reference feature
altitudes, altitude accuracy was estimated at ± 750 ft.
CAP 722 and Airworthiness
Section 4 of CAP 722, Edition 6, was titled ‘Airworthiness’ with guidance on certiﬁcation and
the suggested approach for aircraft which did not require certiﬁcation to formal standards.
At the time of the accident, this applied to any UAS with a takeoﬀ mass of between 20 to
150 kg. For this case, the CAA used the OSC process.
While no formal airworthiness requirements were required for this category, the ‘General
Certiﬁcation Requirements’ section of CAP 722 stated that:
‘…it is considered worth noting that elements of the safety case must reﬂect
similar information to that which would be developed within the certiﬁcation
process. It is therefore considered that a level of understanding of the certiﬁcation
requirements may therefore be useful, and maybe beneﬁcial in designing the
aircraft, even though not required by the regulatory system.’
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CAP 722 indicated that UAS applications would be scrutinised in a proportional way to the
risk its design and usage posed on the general public and their property. If there was a lack
of demonstrable airworthiness, risk could be mitigated by operational limitations. As each
design was likely to be unique, it stated:
‘As such, the onus is placed on the operator to understand and describe not
just the aircraft design and its capabilities, but also the potential failures of the
aircraft and its control systems, the consequence and severity of these and
how they are to be mitigated or managed for the operations to be undertaken’
In addition:
‘As such, whilst the requirements may not apply, it is recommended that the
higher the mass, or the more complex and more capable the aircraft, the more
an organisation must refer to the airworthiness requirements that would apply
to the next category of aircraft as this could provide useful information on the
types of information to be addressed within the safety case.’
Appendix C of Edition 6 of CAP 722 provided a template and guidance on how to
complete an OSC. This was broken down into various sections of which Section 1.1 of
OSC Volume 2 was titled ‘Details of design and manufacturing organisation(s) and any
recognised standards to which the equipment has been designed, built and tested’.
EASA airworthiness requirements and European Technical Standing Orders refer to
standard environmental testing of avionics hardware which, amongst others, includes
standards for vibration, temperature and shock. In addition, there are also references to
standards for safety-critical software in airborne applications.
Safety assessment
Part 4 of the Airworthiness section in CAP 722 referred to safety assessments and
highlights the beneﬁts of using safety assessments as part of the iterative design process.
The CAA again takes a proportionate approach to scrutiny, depending on the aircraft in
question and detailed safety assessments along the lines expected for certiﬁed aircraft
are not expected.
There was also guidance on how to produce a safety assessment in OSC Volume 3. This
section deﬁned a number of guidelines and deﬁnitions of both risk severity and likelihood
(Tables 1 and 2).
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Table 1
CAP 722 Risk Severity Classiﬁcations

Table 2
CAP 722 Risk likelihood classiﬁcations
Airspeeder Design
OSC Volume 2 did not contain any schematics of the ﬂight control system, the circuit design
or any details of the control system software. In addition, the OSCs did not detail any
known standards to which the aircraft was designed. Interviews with the operator indicated
that there were no other considerations than those documented in the OSC. Evidence
provided in OSC Volume 2 Section 1.1 referenced the CASA requirement to submit the
aircraft for testing, inspection and assessment (see ‘Information from CASA’ section) plus
some company details.
The OSC also detailed the installation of a battery and altitude telemetry system, something
the CAA had also raised during discussions with the operator. Neither of these systems
were ﬁtted for the accident ﬂight.
The aircraft was designed for high speed, high performance operations and the importance
of the control systems functioning correctly was reﬂected in the risk assessment. The ﬂight
control circuit boards were mounted on Velcro with a foam lining, in an IP55 box. The circuit
boards were not subject to any vibration, shock, RF or temperature testing and the in-house
developed software was not developed to any level of assurance.
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The construction of the aircraft used a large number of plastic tie-wraps to keep components
in place. This included the ESCs, cabling and the connector plates from the control system
ethernet cables to the ESCs (Figure 22). Failure of any of these connectors or cables would
render the aircraft uncontrollable.

Figure 22
Ethernet cable, connector plate and ESC
Main battery
The battery was developed in-house by the operator who stated that the battery pack was
made ‘from high impact tolerant polycarbonate and aluminium, inside the case there is
a thick foam lining’. This was expected to provide puncture and impact resistance, but
no details were provided on the level of protection this oﬀered. There was no electronic
internal safety monitoring for charge, discharge, temperature or open/short circuits.
The battery survived the impact with some visible damage. Upon inspection, the main
battery was not placarded with details of battery voltage or the risks it might pose to ﬁrst
responders.
In 2014, EASA issued a Special Condition (SC)27 to CS-22 for powered gliders with
electric propulsion units and associated high voltage batteries. While not required for this
application, it provides a useful reference for design and installation of high voltage stored
energy devices. It included details of battery management systems, warnings, placards
and procedures for reducing the risk to ground personnel.

Footnote
27

SC-22.2014-01 Issue 2.
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Single points of failure
The operator identiﬁed ﬁve items of single point failure which were the ESCs, propellers,
motors, ﬂight controller and radio control system. Each of the items was discussed in
OSC Volume 2, with information on the primary failure mode of each, along with how this
failure mode is mitigated. This involved visual inspection and ensuring each component
was operated within its normal design operating range.
For the ﬂight controller, the primary mode of failure was identiﬁed as disconnection of cables
linking the ﬂight control box and the ESCs. The OSC stated ‘To mitigate the risk of signal
cable dislodgement due to vibrations or external forces, self-locking Cat-6 cables have been
installed on the aircraft’. This referred to cabling usually used for ethernet connections.
No information was provided on the levels of integrity or assurance of any of the onboard
systems. There was no fault tree analysis or system safety assessment. In addition, there
was no information on how the ﬂight controller had been designed and manufactured to
ensure robustness. The operator was not aware of the failure rates of the components
used on the ﬂight control circuit board but had not encountered any failures during testing.
The systems were designed so that if there was a component or interconnection failure the
system would not work, which could be identiﬁed prior to takeoﬀ.
Operator’s safety assessment
The operator completed OSC Volume 3 ‘Safety Assessment’ using the guidance provided
in CAP 722. A table of hazard identiﬁcation and risk assessment was provided, listing
22 hazards, risks and mitigation measures. Of these, 16 had a consequence severity
of ‘catastrophic’, which CAP 722 deﬁned as ‘Results in accident, death or equipment
destroyed’. One of these hazards was ‘Radio Link Failure’ with consequence detailed as:
‘Uncontrolled ﬂight over populous areas, uncontrolled crash, injury or death to
spectators and ground crew. Damage to aircraft’.
The operator deﬁned the likelihood as ‘Improbable’, which CAP 722 deﬁned as ‘Very unlikely
to occur’.
The mitigation measures implemented were:
‘Radio signal inspection of the planned ﬂight path, including the identiﬁcation of
dead spots outside the ﬂight path and, if necessary, amendments to the ﬂight
plan. Ultra-long range high power radio links used with a backup link. Kill
switch operating on diﬀerent long range radio frequency. Pilot to ﬂy within ﬂight
proﬁle restrictions deﬁned in the Event Flight Plan.’
It was not stated in this part of the OSC that once the radio link was lost, the aircraft would
continue ﬂying using its last known command. There was also no consideration on the
eﬀect of the kill switch not operating and the hazard of a ‘ﬂy away’ case was not considered.
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Of the 22 hazards considered, two of those listed were to do with mid-air collisions with
other remotely piloted aircraft which was not relevant to this operation. No reference to
operating other aircraft at the same time was present in any part of the application.
Part of this OSC Volume 3 was a ‘Self Assessment’ where the applicant was required to detail
why they were safe to operate in the described environment. The operator completed this,
relying entirely on previous operations in Australia and the accreditations provided by CASA.
Part 3 included a summary of all three OSC volumes, drawing out key elements. This again
relied heavily on previous operations in Australia, but the operator also indicated that the
Mk II aircraft was a lower risk platform to operate than the Mk IV aircraft:
‘In order to showcase this unique aircraft, the chosen platform of ﬂying the ¾ size
prototype, which does not exceed speeds of 80kms/hr, over the full size MK4
helps to minimise and mitigate any operational risks to as low as reasonably
practicable.’
They also stated that:
‘All materials used are of the highest grade, the ﬁnished product passing CASA’s
assessment for airworthiness on the ﬁrst submission.’
And:
‘This aircraft has the following attributes which make it particularly suitable for
these types of operations, namely:
●

Four individually controlled motors/propellers - therefore a large amount
of built-in motor redundancy

●

Redundant ﬂight control systems and killswitch - therefore a huge level
of built-in technical redundancy, greatly reducing the chances of a
catastrophic system failure within the aircraft.

The list above is not intended to be exhaustive, but highlights a couple of main
aspects to consider.’
According to the operator, the aircraft could not be controlled if one propeller was not
working. Although there were segregated systems, they were not redundant systems.
Redundant systems oﬀer a degree of backup such that after a failure of part of the system,
function can be retained.
OSC Volume 1 contained a section on accident prevention and ﬂight safety. In this section,
threat and error management (TEM) was considered and also required as part of the Job
Safety Assessment (JSA)28. The operator did include ‘loss of control and ﬂyaway’ as part
Footnote
28

The JSA was a safety assessment performed prior to each operation.
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of their TEM but mitigated this with ‘toggle controller options (GPS / Atti / Manual), invoke
return to home, radio broadcast’. As no GNSS system or automated safety system was
ﬁtted this statement was incorrect.
The JSA performed for this ﬂight was a simple checklist, conﬁrming permissions and
operational parameters. One checklist item was ‘Are spotters needed and if so are locations
planned?’ which was marked as successfully completed.
System operation
The ﬂight controller was designed so that if link was lost, it would continue with its last
known command, at a level attitude. The operator considered that maintaining the aircraft
under this control was a better option than simply cutting power and allowing the aircraft to
descend, out of control, until it struck the ground.
In the description of the ﬂight management and control system, it stated that:
‘With no input from pilot, the UAV will continue on its current set position as per
the four positions of the controller inputs, but will lose altitude gradually and
crash land.’
While this is correct, the description omits to indicate that the aircraft will only lose altitude
once the battery depletes after a maximum of 8 minutes of operation. Once the battery is
depleted, altitude will then be lost but not in a controlled manner.
There was a common point to both the ﬂight controller and kill switch which was the
control system relay. The decision to wire this relay in the ‘Normally Closed’ position
was based on ensuring that the ﬂight controller was still available even if the kill switch
suﬀered a failure.
Occurrence reporting
A requirement of the CAA exemption was for ‘Any occurrence that take place while the
said aircraft is being operated under this Exemption shall be reported in accordance with
Regulation (EU) No 376/2014 (the Occurrence Reporting Regulation)’. Guidance material
for this regulation stated that persons subject to mandatory reporting are required to notify
‘within 72 hours of becoming aware of the occurrence’ and that ‘The circumstances allowing
a reporting of the occurrences after the 72 hours deadline shall be exceptional’.
The operator included a section in the OSC on Mandatory Occurrence Reporting (MOR)
and Accident/incident and investigation policy. They stated that:
‘All Alauda team members are required to report occurrences given the role of
each person is in the capacity of an operator, maintenance crew member, or
modifying/manufacturing staﬀ member.’
For accident investigation, there was no reference to the AAIB and the ATSB was listed
as the authority to contact in the event of an accident, including their Australian telephone
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number. This was also listed in the ‘Emergency Procedures’. It is a requirement under
The Civil Aviation (Investigation of Air Accidents and Incidents) Regulations 2018 and
Regulation (EU) No 996/2010 to report accidents in the UK to the AAIB.
The CAA did not receive an occurrence report for the hard landing of 3 July. They were
present for the accident ﬂight on the 4 July, but the operator did not submit the required
occurrence report to the CAA until 21 August. In the ‘Reporter’s description’, it stated:
‘The Airspeeder was piloted without issue for the ﬁrst 2 minutes of the
demonstration at which time the pilot controls lost contact with the Airspeeder.
The pilot and spotters initiated emergency comms and did not activate the kill
switch as the Airspeeder had veered over the gathered crowd and this would
have been exceptionally dangerous. The Airspeeder climbed in a straight
direction before descending back to the ground as the battery life reduced
(8 mins total battery life). As the Airspeeder battery life ended the Airspeeder
then fell to the ground in a nearby ﬁeld.
●

There were no injuries and no property damage reported

●

At the time the pilot lost contact with the Airspeeder emergency
procedures were initiated which included a member of the crew
maintaining VLOS [Visual Line of Sight] with the Airspeeder as it left
the aerodrome area, during its climb and until it returned back to the
ground. All spectators were moved inside as part of this as a further
safety precaution.’

The operator was contacted after this report was reviewed by the AAIB to ensure the
sequence of events had been correctly interpreted. A number of staﬀ had since left the
operator and they could not establish the source of this report. Subsequent discussion
with the Chief Pilot conﬁrmed that the sequence of events was diﬀerent to those reported
in the MOR. The operator was encouraged to contact the CAA to correct the details of the
occurrence report that had been submitted.
Operator’s investigation report
The operator was provided a redacted draft copy of the AAIB report in August 2020 to which
they responded with a copy of their own investigation report and a spreadsheet action plan
of items to follow up. The report contained a list of ﬁndings which were:
●

‘The pilot lost signal with the aircraft due to a frequency conﬂict not fully
tested in the UK environment, likely due to incorrect radio settings and use
of the spectrum

●

The fail safe kill switch was not robust in nature, did not activate as a
defence mechanism and there were no further additional redundancies that
could have prevented a ﬂyaway scenario
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●

There were diﬀerences as to the equipment and systems used on the MK2
aircraft ﬂown in the demonstration compared to the type approved for ﬂight
under the Australian regulator CASA and UK regulator CAA and what had
previously been tested

●

There had been insuﬃcient time and resources to adequately test and
stabilise the company’s equipment in unfamiliar surroundings and lack of
company guidelines to ensure this was a mandatory requirement

●

The team were all relatively inexperienced with aviation systems, procedures,
required documentation and the need to formally understand and adhere to
these processes.’

It also stated the following ‘safety message’:
‘This occurrence highlights the importance of conﬁrming the signiﬁcance of
any unexpected observations during testing and pre-ﬂight checks to minimise
the risk of the aircraft ﬂying with an unserviceability or absence of required
equipment. Unexpected observations need to be investigated, reviewed,
documented and actioned. This event also highlights the negative impact that
time and commercial pressures can add in having not conducted suﬃcient
pre-ﬂight testing in a new environment, lack of available resources and not
following existing procedures.’
Safety Management Systems
A Safety Management System (SMS) is an organised approach to managing safety and
should identify the responsibilities and accountability of key staﬀ members. It should
also document the policy and procedures to manage safety within an organisation. An
eﬀective SMS will allow the hazards that could aﬀect an organisation to be clearly identiﬁed,
assessed and prioritised so that appropriate steps can be taken to reduce the risk to its
lowest practical level.
Both the CAA29 and the CASA30 provide comprehensive guidance on the implementation
and operation of eﬀective Safety Management Systems.

Footnote
29

30

CAP 795 Safety Management Systems (SMS) guidance for organisations. https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/
docs/33/CAP795_SMS_guidance_to_organisations.pdf (accessed 12 October 2020)
CASA Safety Management System kit for Aviation-A practical guide 2nd edition. https://www.casa.gov.au/
safety-management/safety-management-systems/safety-management-system-resource-kit (accessed 12
October 2020)
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Other similar events
The CAA reported that as of August 2020, there are over 106,000 registered UA operators
in the UK and over 45,000 operators of ﬂying model aircraft.
In November 2019 the CAA launched its ‘Drones Reunited’ website to ‘help reconnect
owners with their lost devices’. The CAA state:
‘Drones Reunited will help drone users recover their missing machines - a
serious problem for ﬂyers, as new research reveals that over a quarter of
drone owners (26%) have lost a drone.
The study found that drones are most at risk of being lost due to ﬂight
malfunctions - with more than half (51%) of misplaced drones going missing
due to battery loss, poor signal, or a technology failure. And in a quarter of
cases it’s down to pilot error.’
It goes on to state:
‘Drones are expensive - costing anywhere from £100 to many thousands - and
losing them can really hit owners in the pocket, with many unable to replace
their gadget.’
The AAIB regularly receives accident reports where control of UAS devices has been
lost leading to a ﬂy-away or a crash. In AAIB Bulletin 3/2020, ﬁve of the seven UAS
investigations reported this type of event and Table 4 in AAIB report EW/C2019/03/02
reports 16 loss of control events with one type of UAS in a 20-month period.
Relevant AAIB UAS reports
AAIB report EW/C2019/03/02, published in AAIB Bulletin 1/2020, extensively discusses
UAS regulations, both those current at the time of this accident and those implemented on
31 December 202031. In both cases the safety of this type and weight of UAS operation
is assured by the regulator approving a safety case and the primary risk mitigation is by
ensuring separation from members of the public and property.
This report also discussed the risk of injury due to falling objects and referred to the UK
Oil and Gas industry’s DROPS32 analysis tool. It noted that using this tool, a blunt object
of around 5 kg (a typical mass of a small UAS) falling from around 3 m could cause a fatal
injury. The kinetic energy of this fall would be about 140 joules.
The rules introduced by IR 2019/947 for devices in the open category state that aircraft able
to impart 80 joules of kinetic energy shall not be operated intentionally over ‘uninvolved
people’.
Footnote
31
32

EU Commission Implementing Regulation (IR)(EU)2019/947 which is summarised in CAA CAP 1789.
DROPS – dropped object prevention scheme provides an indication as to the possible outcome of a blunt
object in free fall striking a person wearing personal protective equipment (ie hard hat, eye protection).
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AAIB report AAIB-26314, published in July 2020, investigated an accident involving a DJI
Matrice M600 UAS which suﬀered a ‘GPS Compass’ error which resulted in the drone
reverting to manual ﬂight mode. By the time the pilot realised the UAS was not responding
to the ‘return to home’ command the UAS was out of sight. It continued to drift in the wind
until it struck the roof of a house, falling into a garden. One Safety Recommendation was
made:
Safety Recommendation 2020-017
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority require that operators
issued with a Permissions for Commercial Operations (PfCO) include in
their operations manuals the need to practise routinely the actions to take
in the event of emergencies, and specify how pilots will remain competent at
maintaining manual control of their aircraft in the event that automated ﬂight
modes are lost.
Other relevant UAS events
On 2 May 2020, a 25 kg ﬁxed wing experimental UAV was undertaking a test ﬂight in Latvia
when control was lost and a ﬂy-away occurred. As a result, the airspace surrounding Riga
International Airport, Latvia, was closed while attempts were made to locate the UA.
The last veriﬁable information about the UA’s location was at 1948 hrs local time, 2 May 2020,
8 hours 20 minutes after takeoﬀ. The UA was subsequently located on 15 May in a tree
in a forest. The UA was capable of ﬂying at about 70 km/h (44 mph) and had enough fuel
for 90 hours of ﬂight when the ﬂy-away occurred. This event is being investigated by the
Latvian Civil Aviation Agency as an ‘infringement case’.
On 27 July 2020 a UA became unresponsive while operating in the Shetland Islands and
fell to the ground from 150 ft. It was being used to ﬁlm a ﬁre that the emergency services
were attending. It fell within the cordon, and reportedly narrowly missed a paramedic who
was working as part of the response. The weight of the UA and the height from which it fell
could have caused fatal injuries had it struck the paramedic. The AAIB and the police are
conducting independent investigations.
Analysis
Accident ﬂight
Prior to takeoﬀ the pilot completed the pre-ﬂight checklist. This included a successful
functional check of the kill switch. However, the takeoﬀ was 85 m from the point speciﬁed
in the OSC, Figure 16. Before moving away from the takeoﬀ point, the OSC Volume 1
procedure was for the remote pilot to climb the UA to 1 to 1.5 m agl and carry out checks
to conﬁrm that it operated normally. However, video footage of the ﬂight shows that soon
after takeoﬀ the UA was immediately manoeuvred towards the threshold of Runway 32
without any of the required checks as to the operability of the aircraft. Had the check been
completed it may have identiﬁed an issue with the UA and allowed the ﬂight to be aborted.
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Prior to the ﬂy-away the UA appears to have been ﬂown under control and at an appropriate
height. However, the UA was ﬂown at speeds of up to 25 m/s, in excess of the 11 m/s limit
set out in the exemption.
Once control was lost the UA continued to climb, before the motors stopped when the
battery became depleted and the UA descended. At the time, the wind at altitude was
north-easterly at 8 to 15 kt. Had the wind been of a greater strength there was a signiﬁcant
possibility that the UA would have been blown further downwind over Chichester, where it
was more likely to cause third party damage and injury.
The analysis of the onboard video estimated that the UA’s apogee was approximately
8,000 ft. Therefore, the UA had entered controlled/Class A airspace that is regularly used
as a holding point by commercial aircraft inbound to Gatwick Airport. Following the loss
of control, the FISO had informed the UK air navigation service provider (NATS) of the
potential for the UA to enter the controlled airspace above the aerodrome. However, the
UA still posed a mid-air collision risk to any commercial aircraft routing over the navigation
beacon or in the hold at the time, as well as other aircraft that may have been ﬂying in the
vicinity of the ATZ.
Design, build and operations
The operator built several prototypes, opting to start with smaller designs and then scale up.
Subsequent engineering development relied on trial and error instead of using a focussed
development plan using data collected during testing.
Inspection of the UA wreckage and an exemplar UA showed poor quality build and system
installation standards. The design and manufacture of the UA did not include the use of
any known industry or airworthiness standards and there were no safety systems ﬁtted
which could autonomously guide the aircraft to safety in the event of radio link loss, for
example a return-to-home function. The circuit boards used in both control systems were
of poor quality and build workmanship, and failed to meet any IPC 610A Class. Neither
control system was qualiﬁed to any industry environmental standard such as impact shock,
vibration or temperature.
No onboard recording system was ﬁtted, so the operator was unable to monitor the UA’s
performance or whether there were any in-ﬂight issues such as intermittent loss of radio link
with the kill switch. In addition, the absence of any onboard recording system meant the
accident investigation could not establish the exact cause of the loss of control due to lack
of evidence.
System operation
The decision by the operator to allow the UA to continue with its last known command after
a loss of radio link, was intended to allow it to maintain a degree of stability and control and
provide an opportunity for the link to be regained. This decision was not made on the basis
of any quantitative safety assessment but in line with their operational procedures, which
indicated that the loss of link did not require an immediate kill switch activation to bring the
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aircraft to the ground. This procedure required people in the vicinity to be moved out of
the way and allowed the remote pilot time to attempt to regain control prior to giving the
command by radio to activate the kill switch.
While there are advantages to this approach in minimising the damage to the aircraft, it is
not a fail-safe option as the aircraft can continue to ﬂy without control. A safer option in this
case would have been to activate the kill switch automatically as soon as the radio link was
lost. If the aircraft was within the display area it would have struck the ground in a protected
and sterile area without needing action by the remote pilot or the observers. Given that the
demonstration ﬂight was to take place near a large public event and a large town, this option
would have reduced the risk to uninvolved third parties. This would also have been in line
with the CAA’s expectation that in the event of loss of link, the aircraft could be brought
down quickly within the designated areas.
System redundancy
The conﬁguration of the UA meant that in the event of a single rotor, motor or ESC failure,
the aircraft would descend, out of control, until it struck the ground. The operator claimed
that the kill switch formed a layer of system redundancy. By deﬁnition, system redundancy
allows a level of backup to allow continued functionality if one system fails. As such, the
kill switch oﬀered no redundancy but did oﬀer a segregated system which was capable
of making the aircraft safe. The only redundant component in the airborne system was
the duplicate IMU which was added after the operator encountered problems during the
development phases.
Examples of redundant systems in this case would have been an additional airborne ﬂight
controller, additional kill switch, ESCs and/or multiple wiring routes. Levels of redundancy
should have been considered during design, based on the likelihood of system failures and
their consequences.
The kill switch relay control of the ﬂight controller was wired so that if the kill switch failed,
the ﬂight controller could continue to be used. Although this allowed the aircraft to continue
ﬂight under control, a failure of the kill switch would only be apparent when an emergency
situation required its use. Had this relay been wired in the ‘normally open’ position, loss
of the kill switch would cut power to the ﬂight controller and the aircraft would descend
uncontrollably to the ground. Assuming the aircraft was being ﬂown within the sterile display
area, this is more acceptable than the risk to the public of a ﬂy-away case of such a large UA.
The CAA recognised the simplicity of the control system design and its lack of GNSS-based
safety systems. With this in mind, the sterile area was sized to help reduce risk to third
parties by assuming the aircraft could be brought down within the conﬁnes of this area.
Failure of airborne control systems
The ground-based components of the control systems were all tested after the accident and
found to be operational. The damage sustained to the circuit boards recovered from the
airborne control systems had rendered both the ﬂight controller and kill switch inoperative.
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Dynamic operation of this large UA, with large propellers and high-powered motors would
have generated vibration which may have aﬀected the control system circuitry. The
expected levels of vibration were not known by the operator. There were no abrupt or
unusual manoeuvres prior to the loss of control that could explain why the ﬂight controller
circuit board would fail.
As the control systems were not inspected between the accident of 3 July and the accident
ﬂight on 4 July, the condition of these circuit boards was unknown prior to takeoﬀ. If they
had been damaged or weakened during the accident of 3 July, it did not aﬀect control of the
aircraft prior to and during the initial display at the aerodrome. However, the design of the
kill switch meant that it could have failed at any time after takeoﬀ without being detected.
During the course of the investigation the operator demonstrated little knowledge or
understanding of appropriate industry standards, in particular, those relating to airworthiness
and for developing electronic hardware and software. Therefore, the following Safety
Recommendation has been made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-001
It is recommended that Riotplan Proprietary Limited, trading as Alauda Racing,
amends its processes to ensure that it designs, builds and tests unmanned and
manned aircraft in accordance with appropriate standards to ensure the safety
of those who may be aﬀected by their operation.
CAP 722
The regulations published by the European Commission on 11 June 2019 related to the
harmonised use of UAS within Europe. These were implemented by the UK Government,
with the CAA providing policy and guidance by updating CAP 722 to Edition 8 on
5 November 2020. This accident has highlighted a number of areas where clariﬁcation
and further information should be provided for the design, manufacture, regulation and
operation of UAS.
Risk assessment
The CAA classiﬁed risk severity in CAP 722 with anything considered ‘Major’ or worse being
capable of causing injury or death (Table 1). Higher risk operations can pose a safety risk
to the public, so the mitigation measures and likelihood of occurrence have to be carefully
considered.
Before any mitigation measures, 16 of the 22 hazards identiﬁed in the safety case had
consequences that were documented in the operator’s OSC as potentially catastrophic.
These were all discussed in their risk assessment which also considered the likelihood of
each risk. Each was given a mitigation which reduced the likelihood and consequence to a
level considered acceptable by the CAA. As these mitigation measures relied on airworthy
systems, this could not be assured without detailed scrutiny of the design and manufacture
of the aircraft.
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In CAP 722, Edition 7, the CAA changed the way that it assessed exemption applications,
reducing the emphasis on mass, and deﬁning the risk and/or complexity as A (low),
B (medium) and C (high). In both versions of CAP 722, the higher assessment case, C, is
only invoked when a design is technically complex or operated in a complex environment.
This investigation has identiﬁed a weakness in this approach in that it requires detailed
analysis of UAS which rely on onboard systems to mitigate risks.
Since the accident, the CAA UAS Sector Team has recruited a UAS Technical Inspector
with speciﬁc background in airworthiness and avionics engineering to increase its in-house
capability to assess the airworthiness of speciﬁc UA’s and systems. Where capability of the
UAS Sector Team is limited, measures are being put in place to be able to consult other
capability areas within the CAA where required.
A policy has also been developed, which was due to be accredited in the ﬁnal quarter of
2020, to trigger the involvement of other capability areas within the CAA when the ‘in-house’
expertise is insuﬃcient. As this policy has not yet been adopted, the following Safety
Recommendation is made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-002
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, to require detailed evaluation of any Unmanned Aircraft
Systems that use onboard systems to mitigate risks with Risk Severity
Classiﬁcations of ‘Major’, ‘Hazardous’ or ‘Catastrophic’.
Radio frequency interference
The operator indicated that they had never had radio link problems with this aircraft. They
stated that the ‘signal strength test’ had been successfully completed the day before the
accident ﬂight but this did not involve using the kill switch or any supplementary electronic
equipment such as a spectrum analyser. CAP 722 did not require the use of a spectrum
analyser, only referring to its use if an aircraft is used in an urban environment.
The kill switch frequency and communication protocol were diﬀerent to that of the ﬂight
controller. This was conﬁrmed as being operational prior to the ﬂight but, given that no
radio survey was performed with the kill switch, its operation in the display area could not
be conﬁrmed. As the ﬂight progressed, with no two-way communication with the kill switch,
its operation could not be assured until it was activated.
The OSC did not deﬁne any detail of the signal strength test, only that it had to be performed.
As the eﬀect of loss of signal to the ﬂight controller was for the aircraft to continue ﬂying,
there was a strong reliance on the kill switch being available to ensure safety.
The safety case identiﬁed the consequence of the radio link failure as one which could
potentially result in an accident, death or equipment destruction. The mitigation measures
included the ‘Radio signal inspection of the planned ﬂight path’ which, in practice, did not
include use of the kill switch.
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Previous AAIB investigations have identiﬁed cases where unmanned aircraft have lost
control and ﬂown-away. The CAA’s Drones Reunited website stated that one reason for
UAs going missing was due to ‘poor signal’. In this case, the reliance on the radio link to
operate the kill switch required close scrutiny to identify the likelihood of RF interference
and the potential for ‘poor signal’.
To ensure that UAS operators carefully consider radio surveys as part of their pre-ﬂight
preparations, further emphasis should be included in CAP 722 to ensure UAS operators
carefully consider radio surveys as part of pre-ﬂight preparations. The CAA UAS Sector
Team have requested that guidance material detailing possible methods to prove that the
RF link between the UA and controller is secure be added to the next version of CAP 722. As
this action has not yet been conﬁrmed or completed, the following Safety Recommendation
is made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-003
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, to provide guidance on the planning, completion and
documenting of Radio Frequency surveys to reduce the risk of Radio Frequency
interference or signal loss when operating Unmanned Aircraft Systems.
Additionally, the UAS Sector Team have requested that the next version of CAP 722 include
a requirement for the applicant to prove and provide evidence of a secure RF. If an RF
survey has been stated as a mitigating factor to reduce the risk of a “poor signal” related
failure, or to support the use of an RF-enabled safety system, then proof of example surveys
will be requested as part of the approval process. On a case-by-case basis, the UAS Sector
Team will also request these documents before issuing an approval.
As this action has not been conﬁrmed or completed, in order to ensure that safety systems
ﬁtted to a UAS which rely on a radio link for their operation will not be subject to Radio
Frequency interference and/or loss of signal, the following Safety Recommendation is
made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-004
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority require Unmanned Aircraft
System operators, that use unmanned aircraft which rely on a radio link to
operate safety systems, to provide Radio Frequency survey reports to the Civil
Aviation Authority for review, to ensure they are suitable and suﬃcient.
Display area
With the aircraft maintaining the speed limits within the CAA’s exemption, completion of
the ‘loss of link’ procedure would have to have been rapid in order to ensure the aircraft
was brought down within areas designated in the OSC. If the aircraft was at the eastern
edge of the display area, travelling at 11 m/s and 20 m agl, when kill switch activation was
required, a reaction time of 2.1 seconds or less would be needed to maintain the aircraft in
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the safety buﬀer zone, and 4.8 seconds or less to prevent the aircraft from potentially hitting
the viewing platform.
The operator’s trajectory calculations suggested that they expected the aircraft to travel no
more than 22 m and impact the ground within 2.02 s. While not detailed in the OSC, this
was within the 30 m limit that they proposed. The calculations did not consider any reaction
times or tolerance on the exemption limitations. At 25 m/s (maximum estimated speed on
the accident ﬂight), with no reaction time, the aircraft would have travelled 50 m, more than
the width of the safety buﬀer zone, before striking the ground.
The OSC deﬁned the display area using the eastern edge of Runway 32 as its boundary,
using Google Earth imagery from 2015. As a consequence, the display area was 15 m
narrower than the pilot may have been expecting. Analysis of the ﬂight path indicated that
some of the display was performed within the safety buﬀer zone on this eastern edge of the
runway.
The deﬁnition of UAS operational and safety areas relies on the use of accurate mapping or
imagery together with trajectory calculations which take into account human or automated
safety system reaction times and the UAS’ maximum speed and altitude. CAP 722 does not
contain any guidance on how operational and safety areas should be deﬁned. Therefore,
the following Safety Recommendation is made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-005
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, with guidance on how to deﬁne an Unmanned Aircraft
System’s operational and safety areas, using up-to-date maps, accurate
trajectory analysis and human or automated safety system reaction times, to
ensure a safe operation.
Safety systems
A number of modern commercially available UAS are ﬁtted with GNSS position monitoring
systems as standard which can aid navigation but also enable electronic safety measures.
These include geo-fencing, automated return to the takeoﬀ point, controlled descents,
hovering and automatic landing. Other safety systems are also available including automatic
parachute recovery systems which, on detecting a problem, shut oﬀ the UA’s power supply
and deploy a recovery parachute. This UA contained no such systems, relying only on a
simple kill switch to cut power and allow the aircraft to descend to the ground uncontrollably
in the event of emergency.
The use of any of these safety systems on the UA could have signiﬁcantly reduced the
risk to other aircraft and the public. Given that the CAA will receive other applications
for exemptions for unique or novel designs in the future, the incorporation of such safety
systems may be a signiﬁcant factor in assuring appropriate levels of safety.
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CAP 722 does not require the installation of safety systems or detail any examples of safety
systems. In addition, not all UAS operating with an exemption to the ANO or an Operational
Authorisation33 are required to be ﬁtted with safety systems. The use of such systems
provides additional protection in the event of a malfunction of the UAS and so the following
Safety Recommendations are made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-006
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, to provide examples of Unmanned Aircraft System safety
systems.
Safety Recommendation 2021-007
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority introduce requirements to
deﬁne a minimum standard for safety systems to be installed in Unmanned
Aircraft Systems operating under an Operational Authorisation, to ensure
adequate mitigation in the event of a malfunction.
Demonstrating compliance with the exemption
This investigation identiﬁed a number of non-compliances by the operator to the CAA’s
exemption, Appendix A. Those relating to the geographical and speed limitations had to be
calculated after the accident using photogrammetry from on-board video.
The aircraft was not ﬁtted with a data recording system. Such systems provide signiﬁcant
beneﬁts during the design and development of a UAS as well as to accident and incident
investigation. In addition, recorded data could be used to demonstrate the maturity and
suitability of the UAS for the operation and compliance with the conditions of an Operational
Authorisation. Therefore, the following Safety Recommendation is made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-008
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority require Unmanned Aircraft
System operations under an Operational Authorisation to be ﬁtted with a data
recording system which is capable of demonstrating: compliance with the
Authorisation’s conditions, safe operation and the logging of any failures which
may aﬀect the safe operation of the Unmanned Aircraft System.
High-voltage stored energy devices
The ﬁrst responders to this accident were presented with the wreckage of a large UAS
which had no external markings other than the sponsor’s names. The damaged main
battery was hazardous but there were no warnings of the risks of explosion or electric
shock. There was also no battery self-monitoring system for temperature or voltage. As
Footnote
33

After 31 Dec 2020 the exemption to the ANO will be replaced by an Operational Authorisation.
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use of such batteries is likely to become commonplace in large UAS, the following Safety
Recommendations are made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-009
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority specify the minimum
requirements for the monitoring of Unmanned Aircraft System high-voltage
stored energy devices, to ensure safety of operation.
Safety Recommendation 2021-010
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority specify the minimum
requirements for readily identiﬁable warnings and safety information on
Unmanned Aircraft high-voltage stored energy devices to inform 3rd parties of
the potential hazard.
Organisational observations
The operator deﬁned three accountable personnel in their OSCs: the CEO, Chief Pilot and
Maintenance Controller. The CEO was ultimately responsible for all operations conducted
by the operator but some of these responsibilities had been delegated to other company
personnel.
The remote pilot was the operator’s Chief Remote Pilot and their only pilot that was authorised
to operate the aircraft. As stated in the OSC, he was responsible for all operational matters
aﬀecting the safety of operations, including ensuring that operations were conducted in
compliance with the CAA and hence the limitations laid down in the exemption. This made
him ultimately responsible for the conduct of the ﬂight and ensuring that the limits of the
exemption, as well as those in the OSC, were complied with. However, several limits stated
in the exemption and the OSC were not complied with.
He was also responsible for developing checklists and procedures relating to ﬂight operations.
Some of these were not adhered to which resulted in a degradation in the safety of the
whole operation. Other company personnel did not highlight procedural non-compliances.
The maintenance controller was responsible for ensuring the maintenance of the UAS in
accordance with the manufacturer’s speciﬁcations. His roles and responsibilities included
recording and investigating all signiﬁcant defects in the UAS. The incident of the 3 July was
investigated but the re-use of safety-critical components from this incident may have been
contributary to the subsequent loss of control on 4 July.
Each ﬂight was internally approved by the operator, using their ‘Flight Approval Form’ which
was signed by the CEO and Chief Remote Pilot. This form included the task description and
all the limitations to which the aircraft was to be ﬂown and was included as an Appendix to
OSC Volume 1.
All the operator’s OSC volumes were authored by the CEO’s ‘Executive Assistant’ (EA) who
also managed the exemption application with the CAA. Each OSC was signed by the EA
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but not by the CEO, Chief Remote Pilot or Maintenance Controller. Between 14 April 2019
and 2 July 2019, there were at least six versions of each OSC volume and although the
accountable positions may have been aware of the changes, the absence of countersigning
meant that this could not be conﬁrmed.
The OSCs represented the operator’s most important documentation in the exemption
application but contained a number of inaccuracies and misrepresentations. The process
to release such important documentation did not involve a counter-signatory, suﬃcient
scrutiny or a robust process for accountable members of staﬀ to check it.
The operator did not have a Safety Management System in place. Their lack of consideration
for compliance, quality control and safety contributed to this accident. In addition, the absence
of internal oversight, cross checking and management by accountable personnel were key
factors and demonstrated that the organisation did not have an eﬀective, proactive approach
to managing safety. Safety management extends beyond compliance with regulations to
a systemic approach to the identiﬁcation and management of safety risks. Both the CAA
and the CASA provide comprehensive guidance on the implementation and operation of
eﬀective Safety Management Systems. Therefore, the following Safety Recommendation
is made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-011
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority ensure that operators of
Unmanned Aircraft Systems have an eﬀective Safety Management System in
place prior to issuing an Operational Authorisation.
The operator stated that, as a result of the accident, they have carried out a comprehensive
review of their operation and, as a result, have introduced a Safety Management System in
line with the guidance material published by CASA.
Operator’s OSC
The extant CAP 722 contained references encouraging organisations to understand
certiﬁcation requirements and that aircraft of a higher mass would be expected to refer to
requirements of aircraft in a higher category. The absence of this information in the OSC’s
should have alerted the CAA to the limited aviation experience of the operator.
The OSC was prepared for the sole purpose of the demonstration ﬂights at Goodwood
in July 2019. However, it contained inaccuracies; for example, Volume 1 stated that any
accidents or incidents should be notiﬁed to the ATSB rather than the AAIB, as the UK’s
safety investigative authority.
The OSCs did not reference any certiﬁcation or industry standards that the aircraft was
designed and built to. The section in the OSC requiring ‘Details of design and manufacturing
organisation and any recognised standards to which the equipment has been designed,
built and tested’ contained reference to CASA requirements. There were a number of other
references to the scrutiny and oversight by CASA which the CAA did not corroborate.
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There were no schematics, photographs or wiring diagrams provided for the control systems,
nor did the CAA require evidence of this. Had this been included, it could have revealed
exposed wiring, low quality circuit board build standard and use of prototyping circuit boards.
The operator detailed in their OSC that the Mk II was a lower risk platform to operate than
their proposed Mk IV. However, the proposed Mk IV’s takeoﬀ mass of 250 kg would have
required a full EASA certiﬁcation, as well as qualiﬁed personnel in accountable manager
positions.
CAP 722 also indicated that the onus was on the operator to identify potential failures, their
consequences and means of mitigation. The rationale for this was that, as designs were
likely to be unique, the operator would be best placed to identify likely failure scenarios.
In this case, the operator did not consider a total loss of radio link for both radio control
systems as this was considered improbable. As the loss of link with the ﬂight controller
would lead to continuation with the last known command, the subsequent failure of the kill
switch would clearly result in a ﬂy-away case.
For the ‘Radio link failure’ case, prior to considering any mitigation measures, the
consequence was deﬁned as having a potentially catastrophic outcome with a likelihood
of ‘Improbable’ (very unlikely to occur). The mitigation measures included the radio signal
strength test, use of high strength radio links and the separate kill switch system. The
reliance on the correct operation of the kill switch therefore relied on a robust design and
manufacture of this system.
The investigation identiﬁed several issues with the design and build of the aircraft, including
a lack of redundancy, the use of cable ties to secure ﬂight critical components and the lack
of vibration protection of vital components and a lack of safety features.
While the CAA places the onus on the operator to identify failure cases, the CAA has an
important role in oversight to properly assess an organisation’s ability to identify such failure
cases and any mitigation measures.
CAA Exemption process
The accident aircraft and the organisation who designed, manufactured and operated it
were previously unknown to the CAA. Although the application for an exemption had been
received by the CAA a few weeks before, the technical evaluation commenced on the
19 June 2019 in anticipation of ﬂights on the 3 to 7 July 2019. After a detailed review by the
UAS Unit, using the CAA’s OSC checklist, they held an informal ‘peer review’ meeting with a
member of the UAS Policy team to discuss areas of concern. This person had considerable
experience in airworthiness and identiﬁed a number of concerns about the application. There
were no formal actions from this meeting nor a record of what was discussed internally.
Given the importance of the peer review in highlighting areas of concern, formalising and
recording these meetings and subsequent actions would have provided useful evidence
that could be referred to when considering the granting of an exemption. A list of points for
clariﬁcation was sent to the operator and they returned an amended copy of the OSC.
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The OSCs contained reference to approvals that claimed to have been issued by the
Australian regulator, CASA. The CAA had attempted to contact CASA, but when a reminder
was sent on 29 June 2019, CASA replied that they would need the operator’s permission
to release data. The CAA decided to base their assessment and the resulting mitigations
solely on the information they had been provided by the operator. Had the CAA pursued
the CASA references in further detail it would have become clear that the OSCs contained
misrepresentations.
Exemption
The CAA indicated that in communications prior to the exemption being issued, they made
it clear to the operator that there would be operational limitations. For the display at the
aerodrome, the aircraft had to be operated (amongst other things):
●

‘at least 30 m from persons, vessels or structures

●

no further than 150 m from the remote pilot

●

at a maximum speed of 11 m/s’

However, the wording in the exemption appeared to make the speed and operating distance
conditional on the requirement to operate within 30 m of persons, vessels or structures.
While the CAA seemed conﬁdent that the operator understood the conditions and
limitations of the exemption, the exemption wording was not considered clear and the
conditions could have been presented unambiguously to reduce the chances of confusion
or misinterpretation.
CAA oversight
CAP 722 details that, as designs are likely to be diﬀerent, the CAA adopts a proportional
approach to oversight of exemption applications. The level of oversight, processes and
procedures adopted by the CAA for granting an exemption for this aircraft and its operation
proved to be inadequate.
The CAA recognised that the UAS was relatively unsophisticated in its design, had
no redundancy and multiple single points of failure. The number of inconsistencies,
misrepresentations and omissions in the operator’s OSCs was a missed opportunity that
could have alerted the CAA to examine the application in more detail. This may have
conﬁrmed the applicant’s understanding of the regulations, their competency to identify the
potential risk of failure cases and to identify where additional supporting information was
needed to accurately reﬂect the design and manufacture of the UAS.
The exemption was issued by the CAA on the 3 July 2019. The operator arrived in the
country ﬁve days prior to this, during which time they were still in the process of liaising with
the CAA. The CAA did not carry out a physical inspection of the aircraft or meet with the
operator before granting the exemption. They were therefore unable to check the aircraft
build quality or operation of the safety systems and conﬁrm that additional systems for
altitude and battery telemetry, that the CAA had requested, had been ﬁtted.
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This operator was new to the CAA and although their OSC contained a number of processes
and procedures, several of these were not adhered to on the day of the accident and the
accident ﬂight, prior to the loss of control, did not comply with the conditions of the exemption.
Performance Based Oversight relies on previous experience of an operator or aircraft to
allow an accurate assessment of the operational risk. As the CAA had not had previous
experience with either the operator or the UAS, they did not have any information, other
than that supplied by the operator, on which to assess the safety of the operation. A
physical inspection of the UAS, prior to granting the exemption to the ANO, would have
provided the opportunity to identify the shortcomings in the UA’s build standard and that it
was not compliant with the OSC. Had the CAA required a demonstration of the aircraft’s
operation, the operator may have been more vigilant in ensuring that they complied with
their own procedures and the conditions of the exemption to the ANO. In addition, it would
have allowed the CAA to conﬁrm the operator’s credentials and their ability to comply with
operational requirements. As a result, the following Safety Recommendation is made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-012
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority, before issuing an
Operational Authorisation to operate an Unmanned Aircraft System they have
not previously had experience with, carry out a physical examination of the
Unmanned Aircraft System to ensure that it is designed and built to suitable
standards, and observe a test ﬂight to conﬁrm operation in accordance with
the Operating Safety Case.
Compliance with exemption
The exemption listed a number of speciﬁc limitations, along with the requirement to operate
in accordance with OSC Volume 1. During the ﬂight display, the aircraft was operated within
150 m of the remote pilot and below the height limit of 67 ft. However, during this phase
of ﬂight, the estimated maximum aircraft speed of 25 m/s was in excess of the declared
maximum aircraft speed (80 km/h (22 m/s)) and more than double that limited by the
exemption (11 m/s).
Once control of the aircraft was lost , it climbed to approximately 8,000 ft, Beyond Visual
Line of Sight (BVLOS), so the remaining geographical boundary limitations were then
exceeded.
The exemption also required the operator to submit occurrence reports in the event of
an accident within 72 hours. No report was submitted for the hard landing accident on
3 July and the report for the accident ﬂight was submitted on 21 August, 48 days after the
event. The sequence of events reported diﬀered considerably from those conﬁrmed by the
remote pilot. The reasons for this diﬀerence could not be established but a number of the
operator’s employees had left the company during the course of this investigation. The
CAA did not follow up the occurrence report, deciding instead to wait for the results of the
operator’s report and the AAIB investigation.
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Due to the simplicity of the control system design, there were no automated systems to
allow the aircraft to remain within the constraints of the exemption. The OSC indicated
that the aircraft was capable of speeds of up to 80 km/h (22 m/s), but there was no speed
limitation system or speed display for the remote pilot.
The pilot had practised the display sequence in Australia but had at no point measured
the aircraft speed. The aerodrome was a large, open space and judging a speed limit of
11 m/s during a highly dynamic display would have been extremely diﬃcult. Aircraft speed
is particularly important as it has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on any kinetic energy and trajectory
analysis. The operator’s website and launch presentation at the public event portrayed
the aircraft as one being designed to race in an elite racing series. With most of the
invited guests being members of the press, there would probably have been signiﬁcant
pressure on the operator’s personnel to provide the best possible display of the UA’s
capabilities.
The aircraft was not ﬁtted with the altitude and battery reporting systems as requested by
the CAA and documented in the OSC. The OSCs indicated that each spotter would have
a separate kill switch and that a spare ﬂight control transmitter would be available. During
the accident ﬂight only one kill switch was available, and the spare ﬂight control transmitter
remained in the operator’s workshop.
The ﬂight controller transmitter was using a lower transmitter power (10 mW) than that
indicated in the OSC (25 mW). This was also a power 100 times lower than had been used
for all previous ﬂights in Australia. Ofcom conﬁrmed that other transmitters can use 915 MHz
and that this frequency is one also licensed for use by mobile phone network providers. It
was also conﬁrmed that this frequency was not permitted for airborne applications. The
operator inferred in their OSC that they had examined the UK regulations but did not contact
Ofcom for clariﬁcation.
On the day of the ﬂight, locations of the aircraft takeoﬀ position, remote pilot and spotters
did not meet the requirements of the OSC and only one of the three spotters was equipped
with a kill switch. With no spotter located 150 m from the remote pilot, there was no way
to conﬁrm this limitation although this was achieved by pilot judgement on the day. No
post-takeoﬀ control check was performed and some of the display was performed within
the safety buﬀer zone.
In this accident, the absence of the altitude and speed reporting systems meant that there
was no way for the operator to demonstrate compliance with the exemption. Had the
ﬂight progressed successfully, the CAA would not have known about the non-compliant
operation of this aircraft. Had the operator been required to demonstrate compliance with
the conditions of the exemption to the ANO they may have taken all the steps required to
ensure it.
The CAA did perform audits on operations and check compliance to exemptions but only
for more complex operations. Edition 8 of CAP 722 now gives details of the duty of an
applicant for an Operational Approval to maintain suitable operational logs and make them
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available to the CAA on request. The UAS Sector Team have increased the number of
requests that are made to present appropriate logs ﬁles, maintenance records, telemetry
and other ﬁles when completing renewal audits.
CAP 722 and the CAA exemption documentation did not contain any information on the
consequences of non-compliance and the action that organisations such as the CAA and
Ofcom can take in the event of a breach of the regulations and requirements. Had the
operator been cognisant of the potential consequences, they may have taken the required
measures to ensure that the aircraft and its operation met the requirements of the exemption
to the ANO and other UK regulations. Therefore, following Safety Recommendation is made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-013
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, to include reference to the consequences of not complying
with the conditions of an Operational Authorisation to operate an Unmanned
Aircraft System.
CAA on-site
The CAA attended the event with the expectation that they would be able to meet the
operator for the ﬁrst time and inspect the aircraft prior to the demonstration ﬂight. However,
the exemption was not conditional on this inspection nor did the CAA have any speciﬁc
inspection criteria or any speciﬁc issues they wanted to raise with the operator. The airﬁeld
NOTAM was time limited and the CAA were advised that they would not be able to view the
aircraft prior to the demonstration ﬂight. Upon arrival, they were directed to the hospitality
area, which they agreed to, to prevent interrupting the operators who were concentrating
on their pre-ﬂight checklists. Had a structured inspection of the UAS, prior to ﬂight, been
carried out it could have easily identiﬁed that the UA did not meet the requirements of
the exemption to the ANO. Monitoring of the operator’s preparations for the ﬂight would
also have made it possible to identify that the operator’s personnel were not in the correct
locations to ensure the safe operation of the UA.
Public Safety
The regulations in place at the time of this accident, and those due to come in to force
in December 2020, do not specify build or reliability standards for this size of UA. The
regulations assume that a UA will operate as intended and will be able to comply with any
operational limitations imposed, to ensure safety. The evidence shows that this is not the
case and there are many occasions when reports record a ﬂy away, loss of control, power
system failure or mechanical failure.
The CAA’s Drones Reunited website stated:
‘Drones Reunited will help drone users recover their missing machines - a
serious problem for ﬂyers, as new research reveals that over a quarter of drone
owners (26%) have lost a drone.
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The study found that drones are most at risk of being lost due to ﬂight malfunctions
- with more than half (51%) of misplaced drones going missing due to battery
loss, poor signal, or a technology failure. And in a quarter of cases it’s down to
pilot error.’
According to this data, over 13% of UA operators have experienced a technical loss of
control resulting in a lost UA. As of August 2020, there were over 106,000 registered UA
operators in the UK and therefore these ﬁgures suggest that there have been at least34
13,800 UAs that have landed in an uncontrolled manner or crashed.
An uncontrolled UA represents a hazard as the DROPS research into potential injury from
falling objects reported in AAIB EW/C2019/03/02 highlights. It noted that using this tool, a
blunt object of around 5 kg (a typical mass of a small UAS) falling from around 3 m could
cause a fatal injury. The kinetic energy of this UA would be approximately 140 joules. The
accident UA crashed with an estimated kinetic energy at impact of 24,800 joules.
The rules introduced by Commission Implementing Regulation (IR) (EU) 2019/947 for UAs
in the open category state that aircraft able to impart 80 joules of kinetic energy shall not be
operated intentionally over ‘uninvolved people’.
Constraining the area of a UAS’ operation does not provide protection to the public when
there is no guarantee that a UA will remain within these conﬁnes. In this case the UA
entered controlled airspace used by commercial aircraft and it could have crashed in a
nearby densely populated area or at a large public event, both with a high potential for
fatalities. As there was no control or inﬂuence over where it crashed, it was only down to
providence that it crashed in a ﬁeld 40 m away from occupied houses.
The frequent reports of UAS loss of control and ﬂy-away events indicates the potential
hazard to uninvolved persons. The kinetic energy level of these impacts, even for a typical
small UA, is likely to be well above the 80 joules of kinetic energy limit for a UAS operated
intentionally over ‘uninvolved people’, set in EU Commission Implementing Regulation (IR)
(EU) 2019/947, and would typically be at levels where fatal injuries could occur. This UA
crashed with 24,800 joules of kinetic energy and had it crashed in a populated or congested
area, it is likely there would have been fatalities. It would be prudent to take appropriate
action to reduce the risk of this type of event to avoid a fatal accident. Therefore, the
following Safety Recommendations are made:
Safety Recommendation 2021-014
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority adopt appropriate design,
production, maintenance and reliability standards for all Unmanned Aircraft
Systems with aircraft capable of imparting over 80 joules of energy.

Footnote
34

A UAS operator may have lost more than one UAS and there may be other events where there has been a
technical loss of control but the UAS has been recovered by the operator.
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Safety Recommendation 2021-015
It is recommended that the European Union Aviation Safety Agency adopt
appropriate design, production, maintenance and reliability standards for all
Unmanned Aircraft Systems with aircraft capable of imparting over 80 joules of
energy.
Conclusions
After the Airspeeder Mk II failed to respond to control inputs it entered an uncontrolled
climb at maximum power. Operation of an independent kill switch had no eﬀect and the
aircraft continued to climb for 4½ minutes, drifting with the wind and reaching a height of
approximately 8,000 ft. The aircraft infringed controlled airspace over a radio navigation
beacon used as a holding point for Gatwick Airport. After depletion of the batteries, the
aircraft fell to the ground in a ﬁeld, 40 m from occupied houses and 875 m from its launch
point. The operation of the Airspeeder Mk II during the accident ﬂight breached conditions
of the exemption granted by the CAA for the ﬂight.
The loss of control was caused by a loss of link between the ground and airborne control
systems. The exact reason for this could not be established but considered likely to be
either RF interference or a failure of the onboard control system.
The investigation identiﬁed a wide range of contributory factors that set the conditions for
this occurrence and made an accident more likely.
The Alauda Airspeeder Mk II was not designed, built or tested to any recognisable standards
and although the operator’s OSC, submitted to the CAA claimed it had been built to ‘the
highest standards’, none were referenced.
A number of issues were identiﬁed with the design and build of the Airspeeder Mk II,
including numerous single point failures. The assembly of the electronic ﬂight control
system failed to meet relevant standards. The ﬂight control system was not capable of
providing telemetry to the remote pilot and was not ﬁtted with a GNSS position monitoring
system which could have enabled electronic safety measures, such as automatic return to
takeoﬀ point or geo-fencing, to be used. There was no placarding to warn ﬁrst responders
of the hazards of the high voltage stored energy device (battery). The Airspeeder Mk II did
not have any data recording devices ﬁtted, which would have provided useful information
about the conduct of the ﬂight.
The electronic kill switch was manually operated. In the event of a loss of control the remote
pilot would have to recognise that the UA was no longer responding to control inputs then
communicate with the observer who would then activate the kill switch. The time delay in
recognising a loss of control and operating the kill switch could result in the UA descending
uncontrollably outside of the speciﬁed operating area.
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A radio survey of the operating area was conducted for the ﬂight controller, but it was not
carried out for the kill switch, which operated on a diﬀerent frequency. The radio frequency
used for the ﬂight controller was not permitted to be used for airborne applications.
A ﬂight, on the day before the accident ﬂight, resulted in a heavy landing when power was
lost which was not reported to the relevant authorities. The power loss was due to a faulty
battery connector. The ﬂight control unit from this airframe was then transferred to accident
airframe without any detailed inspection.
Statements made by the operator and the ﬁndings of this investigation showed that they did
not appear to have any knowledge or understanding of airworthiness standards.
The operator’s OSC provided the basis for the exemption issued by the CAA but systems
speciﬁed in the OSC for the remote pilot to monitor battery condition and altitude were not
installed. The map image used by the operator to deﬁne the operating area and safety zone
was out of date and it did not accurately represent the dimensions of the runway that was
being used as a reference point.
The safety zone deﬁned by the OSC and the maximum operating speed speciﬁed by the
exemption did not consider reaction and communication times of the operator’s staﬀ. The
aircraft was unable to transmit telemetry to the remote pilot, so there was no means of
monitoring the speed or height of the UA or ensuring that it remained within the limitations
of the exemption.
Several areas were identiﬁed where CAP 722 could be improved. For instance, there
is currently no requirement for UAS to be ﬁtted with GNSS-based safety systems, data
recording equipment or warning placards for high voltage stored energy systems to be
installed. CAP 722 does not contain any guidance on how operational and safety zones
should be deﬁned.
The CAA UAS Sector Team were relatively new to the role and had limited experience in
dealing with airworthiness matters. As a result, no assessment was made of the operator’s
ability to properly complete the OSC and no independent corroboration of information
provided by the operator in the OSC was carried out. The OSC contained references to
approvals granted by CASA which were not validated by the CAA UAS team.
No face-to-face meetings were held between the CAA and the operator. The CAA did not
inspect the UAS before ﬂight or observe a ﬂight before granting the exemption. The CAA
arrived 45 mins before ﬂight without prior arrangement to view or inspect the UAS. Their
request to inspect the UAS was declined by the operator as pre-ﬂight preparations were
already underway and the NOTAM closing the aerodrome to other traﬃc only provided
a limited window of time for the ﬂight to take place. The CAA UAS Sector Team had no
means to ensure that the operation of the UAS remained within the limitations of the
exemption.
Following the accident, the CAA informed the operator that the exemption was withdrawn.
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Safety actions
Both the CAA and the operator have sought to learn from this accident and have implemented
a number of measures:
Operator’s safety action
The operator conducted their own investigation into the accident which
included a detailed review of its processes and procedures. As part of this
process, they generated 53 recommendations for improvement and, as of
December 2020, all actions had either been completed or were being in the
process of implementation.
The operator is continuing its plans to further develop the Airspeeder aircraft
but has now discontinued operation and production of the Airspeeder Mk II to
allow design and development of a new, larger Mk III platform. They stated
that they have recruited additional, experienced staﬀ and implemented a Safety
Management System
CAA safety action
As a result of this investigation the CAA have conducted a review of the OSC
audit process and introduced changes to the oversight process. All audits
have inbuilt peer review and are conducted by audit teams. A ‘Knowledge
Base’ has been developed to capture best practice and share knowledge and
new audit checklists have been developed within the audit software to capture
all the current regulatory requirements. Inspectors and Surveyors have taken
on a new, qualitative and subjective approach to auditing, removing the
quantitative, checklist-based approach that was used before. Analysis of the
competence, value and performance of parts of the OSC are emphasised,
as opposed to a ‘tick box’ approach to checking whether paragraphs or
sections are included. An onsite audit procedure is also in development to
more accurately target time when face to face with an applicant, focusing on
elements that cannot be reviewed remotely.
Additional, experienced resource has been recruited to the UAS Sector
Team and mechanisms to include other capability within the CAA have been
proposed.
A new format of Operational Authorisation template has been introduced in
line with the new regulations that came into force on 31 December 2020 with
a view to being clearer and simpler, with a tabular, consistent approach.
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A total of 15 Safety Recommendation are made as a result of the investigation:
Safety Recommendation 2021-001
It is recommended that Riotplan Proprietary Limited, trading as Alauda Racing,
amends its processes to ensure that it designs, builds and tests unmanned
and manned aircraft in accordance with appropriate standards to ensure the
safety of those who may be aﬀected by their operation.
Safety Recommendation 2021-002
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, to require detailed evaluation of any Unmanned Aircraft
Systems that use onboard systems to mitigate risks with Risk Severity
Classiﬁcations of ‘Major’, ‘Hazardous’ or ‘Catastrophic’.
Safety Recommendation 2021-003
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, to provide guidance on the planning, completion and
documenting of Radio Frequency surveys to reduce the risk of Radio Frequency
interference or signal loss when operating Unmanned Aircraft Systems.
Safety Recommendation 2021-004
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority require Unmanned Aircraft
System operators, that use unmanned aircraft which rely on a radio link to
operate safety systems, to provide Radio Frequency survey reports to the Civil
Aviation Authority for review, to ensure they are suitable and suﬃcient.
Safety Recommendation 2021-005
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, with guidance on how to deﬁne an Unmanned Aircraft
System’s operational and safety areas, using up-to-date maps, accurate
trajectory analysis and human or automated safety system reaction times, to
ensure a safe operation.
Safety Recommendation 2021-006
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, to provide examples of Unmanned Aircraft System safety
systems.
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Safety Recommendation 2021-007
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority introduce requirements to
deﬁne a minimum standard for safety systems to be installed in Unmanned
Aircraft Systems operating under an Operational Authorisation, to ensure
adequate mitigation in the event of a malfunction.
Safety Recommendation 2021-008
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority require Unmanned Aircraft
System operations under an Operational Authorisation to be ﬁtted with a data
recording system which is capable of demonstrating: compliance with the
Authorisation’s conditions, safe operation and the logging of any failures which
may aﬀect the safe operation of the Unmanned Aircraft System.
Safety Recommendation 2021-009
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority specify the minimum
requirements for the monitoring of Unmanned Aircraft System high-voltage
stored energy devices, to ensure safety of operation.
Safety Recommendation 2021-010
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority specify the minimum
requirements for readily identiﬁable warnings and safety information on
Unmanned Aircraft high-voltage stored energy devices to inform 3rd parties of
the potential hazard.
Safety Recommendation 2021-011
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority ensure that operators of
Unmanned Aircraft Systems have an eﬀective Safety Management System in
place prior to issuing an Operational Authorisation.
Safety Recommendation 2021-012
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority, before issuing an
Operational Authorisation to operate an Unmanned Aircraft System they have
not previously had experience with, carry out a physical examination of the
Unmanned Aircraft System to ensure that it is designed and built to suitable
standards, and observe a test ﬂight to conﬁrm operation in accordance with
the Operating Safety Case.
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Safety Recommendation 2021-013
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority update Civil Aviation
Publication 722, Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace –
Guidance & Policy, to include reference to the consequences of not complying
with the conditions of an Operational Authorisation to operate an Unmanned
Aircraft System.
Safety Recommendation 2021-014
It is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority adopt appropriate design,
production, maintenance and reliability standards for all Unmanned Aircraft
Systems with aircraft capable of imparting over 80 joules of energy.
Safety Recommendation 2021-015
It is recommended that the European Union Aviation Safety Agency adopt
appropriate design, production, maintenance and reliability standards for all
Unmanned Aircraft Systems with aircraft capable of imparting over 80 joules of
energy.
Published: 18 February 2021.
See next page for: Appendix A – Operator’s CAA Exemption
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